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Wom an repel s.attac ker
By Jay Kumar
suspect drove instead to a nearby
A 19-year-old UNH student side street, where the attempted
reported sh~ was the victim of assault allegedly took place
an attempted aggravated felon- according to the Durham Police
ious sexual assault at knifepoint , report.
Saturday evening, according to
She was able to· strike the
Durham Police.
suspect in the eye area with a
The woman said sh.e was set of keys, afr~r which he .fled,
offered .assistance by the suspect .the report stated.
·
when her vehicle broke down
Maggie Morrison, coordinaon Madbury Road at 5 p.m. She tor of the UNH Sexual Harassaccepted a ride from him to a ment and Rape Prevention
local service station, but the Program (SHARRP), said the
/

woman sustained a shoulder
injury as a result of the incident.
When asked if the incident was
related- to the sexual assault of
last November, Morrison said,
"Not that we know of."
The suspect is described as
a white male, 25-30 years old,
six feet call, medium weight and
build, a mus-t.ache, and a recent
injury to the eye area. He is said
to operate a blue pickup truck
with Maine registration plates.

NH primary -v ital .for Haig
By Bryan Alexander
l'\Jew Hampshire is ndt winnable, he said a strong showing
Gen. Alexander Haig, Repub1ican candidat_e for president, will be a shot in the arm to Vice
stresse·d the importance of a President George Bush, the
good showing in the upcoming Republican leading the polls in
New Hampshire primary in an New Hampshire. He pointed
out that Bush has had three
interview with The New Hampseparate campaigns spanning
shire yesterday.
_
12 years to garner support from
Haig said he is hoping that
his campaign will gain the same govenrment officials for his
'
kind of momentum as Gary presidential bid.
Haig hinted that a poor
Hart'.s did in 1984, when he
showing might force him to
defeated the heavily favored
Walter Mondale. Haig said that drop out of the.race. If Bush and
particular, prima.ry showed. how · Sen. Robert Dole take up 85 %
the people can override the of ,the votes, he cited as ah
example, and the rest of the
political machine.
'·' He (Hart) demonstrated in Republican candidates have to
New Hampshire that .just be- spfit up the remaining 15 % ,
then he may have to "pack up
cause the governor, and the
party chairman, and all the party and and go home."
Haig expressed his strong
apparatus belonged to Walter
Mondale, the people were going support for the bill being conto make up their own choice of sidered in Congress which will
continue aid to the Contra rebels
their own free will," said Haig.
While Haig admitt~d that of N_icaragua, even though he

said he qpposed the· initial .
support for the rebels in 1982.
He said he was against assisting the rebels at first becaus·e
he knew it would lose the
suppor~ of the American people,
adding that .his beliefs, have
turned into reality.
The Soviet Union and the
U niced States had no right co
in~ervene in the internal affairs
of chat country, he said. Nicaragua should have been allowed
to decide for itself which politi~al idealogies it would aqopt,
said Haig.
r ''If the Nicaraguan government had picked Marxism free-·
ly," said Haig, "we'd have n·o ·
recourse but to accept it."
But now that the government
has committed itself to the
rebels, Haig said it is very
important that the funding
By Tim Thornton
HAIG, page 8
A legal oversight by the UNH
Student Senate has resulted in
the recall of Student Trustee
Dennis O'Connell and the need
for a thi'rd student trustee
election, Senate officials said
yesterday.
· .
O'Connell had defeated Patrick Sweeney in a run-off
election last October to gain a
seat on the U niversicy Board
of Trustees, but a state law
which mandates that all trustee
elections be held in March was ,
overlooked by the Sena~e, there- fore nullifying the victory.
The position of student trustee will be re-opened and a new
election will be held on March

Sena te botch ~s
trust ee electi on

Mi~-up fore es ·new vote

7.
"The trustees and the s:tate
have bylaws, but we went by the
student constitution," explained
Senate Executive Officer Steve
Roderick . The Senate had
• moved up the election to lase
October so that the new student
trustee could serve an internship
and gain several extra months'
experience.
'Tm trying to look at the
bright side of chis," said O'Connell. "Even the trustees didn't
know about it (the rule). We
could have avoided the whole
thing and hoped no one found
out about it. At least the students
are acting responsibly."
_
Roderick noticed the error
Al Haig was at ·uNH,on Wednesday to discuss his Republican run for th.e presidency. (Parke
after seeing a reference to the
Madden photo)
- -------- ---\

law in a 19'82 letter to the
Student Senate. Unaware if the
rule .still applied, he brought
the issue up before University
President Gordon Haaland and
-U ~[;ersity attorneys, who advised the Senate to invalidate
the election.
The law in question states
that the "school shall provide
for the election -of the student
trustee in March of the year for
which the student trustee shall
be elected." A university law
must never supersede a state
law.
"I don't hold anything against
the Senate,'' said O'Connell, who
will be running in his third
election for the same off ice.
After the original elecciop in
October, O'Connell and Sweeney had to fight it out in a mnoff. election, as neither had
secured the nece-ssary 50 percent
minimum nm'J!per of votes to
win.
Sweeney, who was "not sure
yet"· as to whether he would run
again for stlldenc trustee, ·d escribed the .situation as "pretty
amusing" and "somewh-:i.t representative of how things are
going for the Senate this year."
In a statement released last
night, the Senate apologized "to
all- parties involved:" In a ·separate interview, Roderick said
t_hat "the Senate, as a bo?y,
TRUSTEE, page 5
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Could reorganizati~n bring beer back to the MUB PUB?

Find_,nut on page 3.
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Scient ists disCuss the future of space explor ation
·By Ted McKey
The Space Science and Ap plications Subcommittee held
the first of rwo hearings on
future space policies, yesterday
morning. Ar this hearing, space
scientists and Republican pre-.
sidential candidates were supposed to outline what they
believe will be the future of the
U nired Stares s pac;e progra!Tl
during the next presidential
administration.
- Ar the assembly, held in the
Elliott Alumni Center, five
the
professors

~Institute for the Study.of Earth,
. Oce,ans, and Spa·ce (IEOS), and .
one representing the UNH
Physics · Department, spoke
before the subcommittee. The
committee was <;:omposed of
several congressmen, including
Robert S. Walker (R-Pa.) and
Bill Nelson (D-Fl).
- The subcommittee's goal is
to provide an opporrun'ity for
the presidenri _al candidates to
present their opinions and
· beliefs regarding future space
program activities. Nored space_
scientists were also given the

chance to report on current
conditions in space research. ,
The meeting was organized
to provide ~he Republican presidential candidates with the
opporruniry to broaden and add
depth to their images as candida res for the off ice of the
presidency. Ir was .p assed up,
however, since none of the
candidates came to the forum.
A similar hearing will.be held
at _the tJ niversi~y of Iowa on '
February 5. This hearing will
provide the Democratic presidential candidates with a simila

opponuniry to interact with
·
space scieritists.
Dr. Berrien Moore III, director of the IEOS, spoke on the
importance of monitoring rhe
Earth's geosphere (the part of
the Earth consisting bf rocks)
and biosphere (the part of the
Earth con'taining life).

It is "a moral obligation," he
said, "rha-c we maintain and
expand the Unirep States space
program" in order to keep track
of rhe health of the forests,
which "may be acting as sensitive barometers of impending
global change."
The four other scientists - Dr.

"-

fflt requires a globqJ view,
· exploiting the unique opportunities f 0~ observing earth processes

,from space in close coordinati on
with other approa~hes."

"It requires a global view, ·
exploiting the µnique opportunites for . observing earth
processes from space in close
. coordination with other approaches," said Moore.
A productive space program, ·
· Moore said, "requires a com~
· mitm~nt, at th 1_high~st !e,t els,
to a progr,a m '\\;rhch~w11l acla.ress
· these concerns in farseeing,
·
coherent manner."
Dr. Barrett N. Rock, also of
the IEOS, described how satellites can be used to "assess and
monitor forest damage condi·' Members of the Space Science,and Applications Subcommittee who met at Ul'ltt yeste~uay
tions over large areas of the
..
. Earth's surface."
·
_to discuss space policies. (Ted McKey photo)

a

'

'

Chupp, Dr. J. Hollweg, Dr.
R . Arnoldy, and Admiral J.B.
Mooney, Jr. . - gave similar
testimonies, all in suport of a
renewed U.S. effort in its space
program. Unfortunately; not
one was heard by any of the
candidates.
After n~xt Frid11y:. the public
will still have·onl:fhalf of a_dear .
concept of wh¢re tl1e : T988
presidential candidates .stand
regarding the future of the U .S.
space program; a. p _rogram
which was once a sou.re~ of much
nation.al pride arid is capable
·
of being one again. ·

E.

NEWS IN BRIEF
G.a dhafi-La Rouche in
'88?

NYC .to su·p ply -c lean The Justice D'-ept~
finds a failing system
needles f~r a,d dicts

Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi called for the
establishment of separate U.S. states for Indi_ans,
blacks and whites and urged a "tenacious fight"
if the aim is riot achieved, Libyan television reported.
The broadcast, translated by the British Broadcasting Corp. Sunday, said Gadhafi ,in a speech at
what Libyan television described as "the first
international conference of red Indians" called for
lndians to recover their ancestral lands in line with
United Nations' principles of self-determination.
Gadhafi said American Indians should unite in
a fight with black Americans, who he said also had
a right to their own state. He called for the United
States to be divided into three states- one for Indians, ·
another for blacks and the third for whites "who
should ·have returned to Europe and left the
American continent to its original inhabitants."

New York has obtained state permission to
become what is believed to be the nation's first
city to distribute clean ne€dles to intravenous drug
addicts in an effort to stem the spread of AIDS, ·
·
officials said yesterday.
The program, approved by the state health
department on an experimental basis, will start
in either March or April, said city Health Com·.
misioner Dr. Stephen Joseph.
The_program would involve bdtween 200 and \
40.0 intravenous drug addicts at first, and could
be expanded if successful, Joseph said. Addicts will
be chosen for the program from waiting lists of
·
methadone maintenance clinics.

Big. doings in the h·e art
of queen city
A Valentine queen will be crowned when ·
Manchester's Robert Moynihan Legion of .the .
Guardsmen Auxiliary meet Wednesday at 1:30 p.m.
at Post 79_ hall, according to the Manchester Union
Leader. A lunch and penny sale will follow.

Ninety-five · perce~t of s.tate prison i~mates in .
1986 were repeat offenders or were serving rime _.
for violent crimes, the government reported this
week.
Among the other five percent, about half were
convicted dn1g traffickers or burglars, concluded
the study by the Ju.st-ice Department's Bureau of
Jusric~ Statistics.
The data, based on a survey of 13',700 inmates,
showed the percentage of violen-t .and repeat
offenders among a nationwide state prison population of 450,000 to have remained about the s,a me
as the figures for 1979, the last time such a study
·
was condu~ted.

Geez, Anatoly, ~hat a mighty big

soy~ean ·you have
The area around the Chernobyl nuclear power
station has been sufficiently decontaminated for
people to rerurn to live there, according to a senior
Soviet medical specialist.
But farming would be difficult i_n the 18-mile

exclusion zone ar~und the plant, the newspaper
Soverskaya Rossiya -on Sunday quoted Leonid Ilyin
. as saying. Mr. Ilyin is a vice president of the Soviet
Academy of Medical Sciences . The Chernobyl
accident occurrea. April 26, 1986.

. ...... . .

'
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Studen ts push for
beer in Mub PUB
I

By Pamela DeKoning
I-f Greg Becker, prs:sident of
Me.morial Union Student. Or gani'zation, has his way, the
MUB PUB will return ro its
former days of popularity as a
campus PUB club. Becker is
working to restructure the PUB
by allowing the sale of beer, in
an attempt to boost sagging
attendance.
1
However, Becker faces opposition from the administration
and is drawing criticism from
fellow student leaders for his
methods.
Becker drafted al)d submitted
the proposal w br:ng bee.r back
to the MUB PUB ro SAFC,
SAFO, Student Senate President
Warner Jones; MUB catering,
the MUB Pub beverage manager, and Pub programmer in
December.
"MUSO's involvement is to
provide entertainment. We
provide it. We're doing our job,
bur somehow they're (the students) not getting the entertain- ,
ment. The way it's working out
without the beer I really feel like
we're wasting the students
money. We spent $1,000 for the
Boyz this weekend and only 40
. people showed up. If we're
paying the money we should be
seeing ·some return," said
Becker.
According to a .Pulse Report

conducted by a committee to
allocate the space vacated by
channel 11 last semester, 84%
of the students are very interes red or interes.ted in having
alcohol served in the MUB, even
though 69% of the respondants
· are underage.
The proposal has not gone
before the MUB board of governors according to chairman
Michael Keating. "The official
word of the MUB is that it is
nor an issue--it's not proposed,
I haven't been officially contacted, it's not on the books," said
Keating. ,
Dean Sanborn is opposed ro
the measure without strong
.support from the MUB board
indica,t ing a need for beer in the
PUB in maintaining and operating the PUB and.its programming. "The position of beer is
clear; until such a time as I was
to receive support from the
MUB board; I wouldn't even
consider it an option," said
Sanborn.
Interim MUB director Renee
Romano is opposed ro the
measure. She said the majority
of stud,e nts-are underage, and
it is wrong for the University
to promote alcohol consumption.
"I wol:lld oppose any attempt
to put alcohol back in the MU~,"
Romano said. ''I've never,,,seen

' The "before" picture of the MUB 'Pub before beer,was removed. (file photo)
through the Mub Board, because education you should provide
she doesn't know the position an outlet to blow off steam and
get away from pressure."
or input of the board.
SAFC President Patrick S:vveeDean Sanborn said, "It's a
very hard thing to justify given ney said that Becker is using the
the age distribution on campus. beer issue to draw attention to
The focus has been to provide MUSO in order to make up
an option for people who are forproblems last semester.
"Part of the problem is that
underage. My · hope is that
MUSO would continue to pro- Becker is trying to do things as
gram rather than seek a quick- quickly as he can to make up for
seek solution to fix problems a slow semester beforehand.
They (MUSO) are trying to
with programming."
Keating expressed support make a better image for themfor the concept of beer in the selves," said Sweeney ..
Originally, the MUB PUB
PUB with certain stipulations.
"It's feasible if and only if it's- Club was opened in September
properly thought out, all neces- of 1974. At that time, the
sary precautions are taken ac- drinking age was 18, and vircount for, an,~ a really good sales tually all of the students were ·
job is done on the administra- of legal drinking age, according
tion members that are directly fo the MUB Club information
manual.
involved," said Keating.
. The purpose of the dub was
Becker said, "In my mind, it
makes perfect sense that it to "Create a gathering place for
should go through. It's the students, faculty, and staff and
University's responsibility to compliment existing town faprovide a full education for cilities . It would reduce the
number _of students driving
students."
He added, "That education automobiles to get to and from
isn't only academic but social off-campus drinking establishas well, that is how to interact ments," according. to the manwith other people in a social ual.
Becker's proposal consists of
setting. Aside from a social
educ-ation, I think when you
provide a rigorous academic MUB PUB, page 14

the proposal, it should go to the
MUB board . Depending on
what happens to it there, it will
be passed on. The Mub Board
determines what goes on in this
building.''
If the Board were to approve
such a proposal even with
Romano's dissent, the measure
would then go, before the Student Senate, said Romano. "If
the MUB director and MUB
board are in opposition (with
each other), it goes before the
Senate and then to Dean Sanborn," she said.
Romano said she didn't know
if such a measure could pa·ss

Manag er calls ·for
fair elector al proces s
By Rebecca Carroll
Now, the MUB "Pub" is busier during the day than at ntght since beer was removed. (Ronit
Mary Friedly, campaign manLarone photo)
-/ _
.· ager for black independent
- - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ _ _ ; ' · presidential candidate Lenora
Fulani, says that Fulani will
involve the American public in
policies and offer a fair electoral
process.
---..
The public voting participaBy Bryan Alexander
on the New Hampshire ballot signed the pet1t10n which . tion is .a t a lull, according to
- Democratic presidential can- and all of them cannot be brought about enough pressure Friedly, becal,lse they are not
didate Lyndon LaRouche will invited.
to give LaRouche a chance to informed enough and have
make a campaign stop at UNH
Matt Guise, a LaRouche sup- speak at UNH.
become passive.
today as pare of the Year of the porter, called the debate a "nonMichael Rose, a member of
"There is a gap between what
Presidency program. LaRouche debate" and immediately cir- the debate society, said he signed the American people want and
is scheduled to speak at 12:30 culated a petition protesting the the petition only after strong what is actually going on,"
p .m. in the Strafford Room of exclusion of LaRouche.
pressur_e from LaRouche sup- _ claims Friedly . "There's this
the MUB.
The petition states that the porters.
whole 'public' thing that is
LaRouche supporters were signees do not necessarily sup"(I signed the petition) be- supposed to involve the people,
up in arms after LaRouche was port the views ofLaRouche, but cause tho·s e assholes hounded but really disregards the Amernot invited to participate in the
they call for a new debate which me about their candidate and ican's desires." .
Democratic candidate debate
would include LaRouche "as a . I really didn't expect him (LaFriedly complained that the
at UNH on January 24.
means of rectifying the violation Rouche) to be out of jail. He has -public is unable co make a
Ramsey McLauchlan, exec- of our rights of free speech no support, no rational for reasonable choice in reference
utive director of the New Hamp- which has occurred by the_ running and contributes -to to Fulani based on the fact chat
shire Democratic party, said in . suppression of free discussion democracy only by being a case Fulani"has been excluded from
a January 26 New Hampshire
of political ideas."
example of the thought which the debates.
artjs_le chere _wt;re ~~ candidates Guise said over 150 people .gave rise to Hitler," said Rose.
"The public needs to see an
_u.
.1: ;."

in-dependent candidate," said
Friedly. "Democratic and Republican viewpoints alone are
not enough."
Fulani has previously run for
governor of New York.
Friedly claims that important
issues that determine the wel-1
being of our society are not
addressed. According to Friedly,
Fulani will make changes that
involve the American public and
allow them to assist in addressi1;1g those issues that lack attenttoh.
"The apathy level of the
public is_high," said Friedly.
"The reason there is so little
voter participation," claims
Friedly, "is because the people are not in favor of the electoral
policy."
· The kind of public ex(lusion
and fair electoral procedures are
Fulani's primary concerns.
According to Friedly, "'.This
camJ?aign i~ a crusade 0 r fair
elernons and democracy.

·
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Life Quali ry Resource
* Recent Additions
. * ·As Others See Us
F½ . nures rape and assault

r.r"',"'°'..,,_",

* Valentines andViolence
Discusses the contradictory and
relationships that are marr~d by v~olence . .

* The Beast Within

.0

* Men Raping Men
Oprah Winfrey Show host discusses the
VlCtlmS.

* Rethinking Rape .
· Is an in-depth look

Rape Culture
Examines popular filrps,
to s,how how our
line between

.·.·-::::· -

■ -·

and "adult enrertainmenr"
culru_re," where there is a thin
patter~s of male-female behavior.

types of harassment 2~cur on college

l

nassenively with
n with more control.

_5

Power
.
_.
,.
.
P~e~ents the legal definitiotjs and g{iidelines/fdr ~andli~g sexual ~.
harassment_in th~ ":"orkplac,~. Cb mains skies:~ ; , · • ,
, '· · ·,· \ ~. ·.-

it
·=

t'

- " · · · " ~~

·'l••··············································••11!1••····································~·····································································~

The 1987 GRANITE IS IN
Seniors
may pick up a yearbook
·
free with -ID
·Freshf]1er,,
Sophomores and Juniors
may purchase a book
· for $5 ·
.

MUB 125-.·

r.·'

/
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Durham Police reports
By Chris Pollet

/

evennially he· was taken to
County Jail in Dover.
.
Two students were taken into
prot~ctive custody stemming '
from an incident in Williamson
Hall at 2:25 a.m. One student
was charged with disorderly
conduct as a result of assaulting
an officer.
. UNH Police assisted Durham
Police on the 31st in apprehend7
ing a subject 'w ho had escaped
from custody in: reference to a
DWI situation. The male subject
was · highly into?(icated and

UNH Police found · them selves in the ~idst of a weekend
of theft, disorderly conduct and
intoxication. All in all. students
were their u~ual selves and the
police had tO deal with· it.
In the morning hours of the
30th, a student was taken into
protect'ive custody after leaving
Health Services where he was
being treated for severe intoxication. The subject was found
originally in .a female resident's
room in Christensen Hall and

assauhed a female officer before
being taken into custody.
A student. reported the theft
of his 1'979 Honda Civic from
the Health Services parking lot
and was located in by Police on
the front lawn of Jessie Doe
Hall. The vehicle had been
dama_ged and the case is under
investigation.
Seven people were arrested
with Unlawful Possession of
Alcohol and one person was
charged with Disorderly Conduct during the weekend. ~ ._

TRUSTEE
cannot endorse a candidate, but
both (student body pres~dent
. and vice-president) Jones and
Clarke will endorse Dennis
O'Connell." Jones _and Clarke
were unavailable at the Student
Senate Office for comment.
Those students wishing to
run for student trustee must file
petitions of at least 50 signa- ·
tures with the Senate Office by
February 22.
·

.

',

.

New Hamp-i
..::The
shire///
·~...•-•...............•
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-------------------------------------~-----------------

Young's Restaursani
& Coffee Shop., Inc.
Breakfast
Bacon and Cheese 'om/et served w/homefries, toast, ·
and coffee.
.i!:i
$3.35

Luncheon
Tuna melt ser.ved w/ a cup of chili
$3.10

Dinner
-Hot Roast Beef Sandwich served w/
a tossed salad and mashed potatoes
$3.55
.

.

.

.

ACU - I TOURNAMENTS - Backgammon and Chess .
Hillsborough/ Sullivan Room, MUB, 7 -11 p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES - Garth Pagan's Bucket Dance:Johrtson
Theater, Paul -Arts, 8 p.m. Ticket rnforrriation: 862-2290 .
YEAKOF THE PRESIDENCY - Program sponsors Lyndon
H. LaRouche; Jr. , Democrat for President. Tues. Feb. 2, 12:30
- 1:30 in the Strafford Room of the MUB.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3
MUB MINI COURSE REGISTRATION - Room 126, MUB.
9 a.m. - noon and 1-4 p.m.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY 7 p.m. ·

vs. Dartmouth. Snively -Arena,

ACU- I TOURNAMENT MUB, 7-11 p.m.

Table Tennis. Strafford Room,

I.

.

·,

MUB MINI COURSE REGISTRATION - Room 126, MUB.
9·a:m. - noon and 1-4 p.m.

YEAR OF THE PRESIDENCY - New Alliance Party
Presidential candidate, Dr. Lenora B. Fulani, will speak on
"The Nature of the Presidency." Strafford Room, MUB,
12:30 p.m.
·
_

•

'

- TUES'DAY, -FEBRUAR)t2 .

LUNCH BOX VIDEOS - WorkingJn The Theater - AT&T:
On Stage symposium, "Six Directors In Search of an Audience,"
Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 12:30 p.m.
.

•

.

CALENDAR

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4·

······················~
:If
you are the type:
•
•
:who DARES to ques-:
•
•
:tion authority, to:
:rise above the ,norm:
m_a tter what the:
::no
.
;price, to scoff at:
:overwhelming odds:'
:and, in the tradi-:
:tion of the Ameri-:
•• ,
•
:can way, to d e-.•
•
•
:mand your right to :
:free .speech - . then: •
d
• Dennis O'Connell won the seat as student trustee last semester
:.J'OU are rea Y for: in what is now being called an unconstitutional election. (file
•
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-_4~ Main St.,

Durham, N.H-.

EAR TH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM - "Structure and
Evolution of the Continents," Dr. Thomas H. Jordan, Dept. ·
of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary" Science, MIT. Room
119,James, 4 p.m.
.
.
MUSO FILM - "The Big Easy." Strafford Room, MUB, 7
and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
. .
CO~J'CER T - Doa World Music Ensemble. New Jazz for
_· the 80's and beyond. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8·p.m. Ticket
information: 862 -2290. $9 advance, $10 door,' $6 children,
students, senior citizens.

fRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5
.

.

.

11'.\-ST DAY to add courses without pean's approval and ·
w1thout,· $'2) ~per_rnu_~s-e lat~'. fe<t. L~~t1day/o drqp cpurse~;K
· or change to audit, w1thout $25 per course late fee. Last day
to choose Pass/ Fail (unde_rgrads), Credit/ Fail (grads) . .
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE.SUBMITTED TO

-c:·

.· THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB . .
. (Observe deadlines on proper forms)
.. . . ;.
'; .

The New Hampshire (1:1SPS 379-280)_is publishe~ a~d dis~ributed semi-weekly .
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the Memorial
U~ion Building , UNH, Durham, .,NH 03824. Business Ofice ho~rs: MondayFr~day 10am-3pm. Academic year subscription: $24.00. Third class postage
paid at Durham, N~ 03824. Advertisers should check their adJ the first day.
The N_ew Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part <;>f a.n advertisment in which a typographical
error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASl'ER: send address changes
:to ~he New Hampshire, _151 MU_B, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies prin~ed
;per issue b ournal Tribune Bidde(ord Maine.
· .
·•,w
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ACADEMIC
CHEMISTRY INSTRUCTIONA L ASSISTANCE
OFFICE: The chemistry department announces
the establishment of the' Chemistry Instructional
Assistance Office, a special tutoring s-ervice for
general chemistry courses. The office, located in
Farso_ns Hall room G 112, will be staff(,:d by
chemistry graduate teaching assistants who will
tutor students in chemistry 403, 404, and 405.
Instructional materials, such as workbooks, will
also be available. Beginning Monday, February
1, the office will be open Monday through Thursday,
1-2 p.m. and 5-7 p.m.; Fridays 1-2 p.m.; and Tuesdays
and Thursdays 8:30 - 9:30 a.m. Hours likely to be
expanded to accommodate demand.
CLUB M&D MEETING: For all students interested
in a career in the Medical or Dental field.
Wednesday, February 3, Room 126, HamilronSmith, 7:3-0-9 p.m. ·
CAREER
RESUME WORKSHOP: Tips and techniques on
how to put together a marketable resu,me. Tuesday,
_·February 2, Forum Room, Dimond Library, 7-8
p.m.

,

CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: Need help
with your career direction? Small group workshop
is designed to help you a~sess your s!<ills, interests
· and values . Thursday, February 4 or Monday,
February 8, Room 203, Huddleston, 4:30-6:30 p.m:
Career Planning
11 Sign-up basis only at Office of
and Placement.

GENERAL
WA YSMEET PROTEST ANT FELLOWSHIP:
Sponsored by United Campus Ministry. A study
of the Minor Prophets. Wednesday, Waysmeet,
.
15 Mill Road, 7-8 p.m.
PIZZA LUNCH: Join 0rher non-traditional students
and relax at the end of che week with good company
and good food ($1 per slict:), beverages will be
. available. Fridays, Non-Traditional Student Center,
Pertee House, noon to 2 p.m.
B.R.E.A.K. (BAG-IT, RELAX, EAT AND CON~
NECT) First MEETING: A lunch group for students
who are divorced, separated, or just thinking about
it. Bring your lunch. Call 862-3647 if you are
interested in attending the group but cannot get
to this mee_ting. Wednesday, February 3, NonTraditional Student Center, Pertee House, noon
to Lp.m. ·
/

ALPHA PHI OMEGA INFORMATION NIGHT:·
Alpha Phi Omega a National Co-Ed service
Fraternity will be holding an information night
for all interested students, Greeks and non-Greeks
welcome. Wednesday, Fehruary 3, Hillsborough
Room, MUB, 8-10 p.m.
RECEPTION FOR DR. LENORA FULANI:
Sponsored by Women's Center and PSN. Dr. Fulani,
independent presidential candidate will be present
at a reception immediately following her address
in the Year of the Presidency series . Thursday,
February 4, Strafford Room, MUB, 1:30 p.in.
N.O.K.I.D.S. BAG LUNCH: Join Non-Traditional
students who do not have children, to relax and
visit over lunch. Bring your lunch; beverages
a:vailable. Thursday, February 4, Non-Traditional
Student Center, Petree House, 12:30-2 P:m.
ARDIS'--.STOP COVERT ACTION!: Sponsored
by Student Action Committee. John Stockwell and
Darrel MacMichael will speak about CIA manipulation on college campuses at 1 p.m., then at 7:30
p.m. they will be joined by 8 other covert action
experts to discuss its' threat to our democracy.
Thursday, February 4, Granite State Room, MUB.
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP OPEN HOUSE AND
MEETING: Open house to introduce potential
new members to the coop from 6-7 p.m. All food
will be available to non-members at member prices.
Meeting at 7 p.m., Wednesday, February 10, Rec.
Room, Hubbard Halt
HOW'S YOUR LOVE LIFE?: Sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ. A 3-screened multi-image; fastpaced show that carries a hard-hitting message
and dramatic examination of the need we all have
· for love, communicated through the lyrics of
· contemporary music. Februray 10 and 11, Granite
State Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
JAY LENO, COMEDIAN IN CONCERT: Sponsored by SCOPE. Wednesday, February 17, Field
· House, 8 p.m. (doors open at 7:)5 p.m.) UNH
· students $8.50, general and at door, $1150.Tickets
at MUB Ticket Office, M-F, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

UNH OBSERVATORY : The observatory located
in the field west of the Field House will be open
every other Friday night from 8 to iO p.m. on .
February 12, 26 and March 1 i, _25. The building
is not heated and can accommodate only a few
persons at a time. Vis·icors should dress warmly
and if it is cloudy the observatory will noi: open.
le is open to the public, free of charge. Information :
Physics Depam~ent, 862-1950.,

WOMEN'S NETWORK BREAKFAST: Sponsored
by Women's Commission. Speaker Stephanie
Thomas, Registrar & Special Assisstant to the
President, Affirmative Action· Officer. "The Power
to Make Chance." Friday, February 12, Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB 8-9:30 a.m. $3
Faculty /Staff,$ 1.50 students. RSVP Women's ·
commission 862-1058 by noon, February 8.
MEETINGS
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEETING: Starring with a brief updat~ on the political
situation in Central America, the .meetings vary ;
from planning upcoming events to playing games
and discussing U.S. involvement _in Central An:ierica.
' Tuesdays, Caroll/ Belknap Room, MUB, 7 p.m.
NEW TEST AMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETING:
Join us for meaningful worship, Christ-centered
teacrying, and warm Christian fellowship. Wednestlays, (check at Info Center for room) MUB,
7-8:30 p.m.

Sena te meet ing
mark-s new seme ster
By Michelle Laforge
The new senacor·s were voted
in unanimously Sunday night
to fill seats vacated last semester. Two presentations on Resident Assistants and sena .t<>r / constituent relationships
also marked the first Student
·Senate meeting of the new year.
The first presentation deaJt
with a recent survey developed
by a management systems analis t, Mariana Grimes, and was
presented by Anne Lawning.
The survey mainly looked for
interest and know iedge of campus organizations, programs
·
and concerns.
The survey ~as distributed
mostly to undergraduate UNH
students and incoming students.
Ir found most students were not
know ledgable about senate proceedings or function.
Lawning distributed identical
surveys to the senators and had
them answer for their cohstituents. The results of these
surveys will be compared with
the answers of the students the
senator is supposed to be repres-

eming, and will show how well
he/ she knows their constitu~n,t's feelings on. perti nent
issues.
The-second presentation to
the Senate was given· by Asst .
Residence Manager Mary
. Faucher about the search for
Resident Assistants (RAs) for
next year.
According to Faucher, the RA
position requires work of approximately twenty hours per
week. Responsibilitie s include
being in charge of a dormitory
floor (30 -60 people), floor
activities and assimilation of
· students into campus life. .
Faucher spoke of the· advantages and concluded saying,
"RAs often learn a lot about
themselves and the RA expe·rience helps in this way."
Applications can be obtained
\from hall directors ·and area
off ices of Residential Life. They
must be completed and returned
. by February 11 in.the Merrimack ·
room of the Memorial Union
Budding.
1

1

AMNESTY INTERNATION AL MEETING:
UNH student Mo Khan will relate his recent
experiences in Pakistan, during which . he was able to meet with our group's Adopted Prisoner of
Conscience. Tuesday, February 9, Room 128,
Hamilton-Smith, 7 p.m~

HEALTH
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEET- ~(',
INGS: For individuals who have been affected by
their parents drinking. Thursday, 2nd Floor
Conference Room, Health Services Center, 1-2
p.m.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOMEN ONLY): Women concerned about their drinking .
or drug .use. Fridays; 2nd Floor Conference Room,
Health Service Center, noo~ to 1 p.m. ·
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING
(OPEN): Individuals concerned about their drinking ·
or drug use. Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays &
Thursdays, 2nd Floor Conference Room, Health
Service Center, noon to 1 p.m.
AL- ANON (OPEN): ~fondays, Room 106,James
Hall, noon to 1 p.m.

.,......, ........................... ....., ...............................................,
~
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WHAT HAVE Tl-lEY DONE FOR OUR COUNTRY LATELY?
-1111
MASSIVE TRADE AND BUDGET DEFICITS
rrs TIME TO SEE WHAT THE OTHER CANDIDATES CAN DO .;

iI RE-ELECT NO ONE !I
BUMPER STICKER $3.00 EACH. lWO FOR $5.00 to:

~

RE-ELECT NO ONE
249 N. BRAND BLVD., SUITE 460
GLENDALE, CA 91203
.
.
.

-1111

I_k ..................................................................................... ......,._,
\
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UNIVERSITY COMPUTING
NON-CREDIT courses are free of charge. Register
online on the VAX/CMS systems by entering the
command "TRAINING" at the VMS command
level prompt ($) . CUFS users should tab down
to Other Services on the CUFS menu and type
"TRAINING". Call 3667 (this is a new number)
to register if you do not have acess to the above.
All classes held in the Stoke Cluster Classroom
unless otherwise stated.
EDT-KEYPAD : An introduction to the VMS
editor EDT. Prerequis'ire: VAX/VMS or equivalent
experience. Monday, February 8, 2-4 p.m.
BEGINNING MS_::DOS : The basics of the MSDOS operating system. The rnurse is not specific
to a particular application or machine, but covers
features and facilities available on a typical
microcomputer using MS~DOS or one of its
derivatives: PqDOS (IBM PC) or ZDOS (Zenith).
Prerequisite: Using Microcomputer or experience
. with another computer operating system. Tuesday,
February 9, 9~noon.
VMS MAIL: An introduction to the MAIL and
PHONE facilities of VMS to help users communicate with other users on the system. Prerequisite;
VAX/VMS or equivalent experience. Wednesday,

February 10, 2-4 p.m. ·

·

MACWRITE: An introduction co MacWrite, an
easy-to-use word processing package for the Apple
Macintosh. Editing, formatting, and printing are
discussed. Prerequisite: Using the Macintosh or
· equivalent experience. Thursday, February 11, 9· noon.

MARCH 14 - 18

SPRING BREAK
i,§~~-~!:!! .. ~~.!.~.~~.!~.~.£~~!§.2.

PREPARE FOR A GOOD.
PAYING JOB

LEA RN ~g
DING
BARTEN
EARN EXTRA INCOME OR
land a good summer job
GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL ITS
EASYANDFUN. TEL. (603)659-3718
■ CERTIFICATE AWARDED ■ -DAY OR EVENING CLASSES ii EASY
FLEXIBLE
■
■ · CONVENIENT PARKING
PAYMENT PLAN
SCHEDULES· ■ FREE REFRESHER COURSE & JOB SEARCH
GUIDANCE ■

MASTER
CALL
R SCHOOL
BARTENDE
OR WRITE
84 Main Street
.TODAY
Newmarket, N.H. 03857:.·: , lllllllltlllllllllllllllll llHIIIIIHIIIIIUIIIHU U
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BUSINESS MANAGER
GAIN HANDS ON EXPERIENCE
AND MARKETABLE SKILLS

* MANAGE CASH FLOWS IN
EXCESS OF $1.5 MILLION
The Sale l5 On!
.-.

·*-ADMINISTER BUDGETS

.. .

T'OTALING -$750,000.

LUCKY STRIKE ;
dotft1~r

',!' ! ,1

[;:>rri•-. '.:,t

• Portsr11011lh ,

NJI . 603 436 2436,

·14r) rnrri St • Pnrtl;11Hl. ME • ?07 773 7784 ·

* OVERSEE TEN STUDENT - RUN
·ORGANIZATIONS

* ACADEMIC (:RED~T AVAILABLE
* PAID POSITION
TAK£ THE PLUNGE AND LEARN VALUABLE
_LEADERSHIP SKILLS MANAGING THE
STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE \

l!AI.;;;K~
UNLIMITED

·

. A d Skin Core For The Family

Hoar

n

PICK UP AN APPLICATION .
IN ROOM 124.AATTHEMUB
or·call 862~ 1305

35 Main St. • Durham

. 868-7051

There are rolderplaces to work than Marlow.
But none quite so hot.

Sure, you could get ajob exploring

for gold in the Klondike or research ing the mating habits of furry fauna
in the Arctic. But you .can·t match
• working at PC Connection for non-stop excitement.
Join a company that's growing
fast. Real fast.
You·111earn all about the lat.est
innovations in microcomputer technology. talk with people all over

the world. and bask in the soft

warm glow of satisfied customers.

And. if you think beinga-sales
consultant for a computer company
means you have to wear a pocket
protector and tape on your eyeglasses. you simply haven't seen
our championship basketball team
in action.
Most of our sales people had
no computer experience when they
applied. If you provide the enthusiasm. we'll provide the training.

What's the deal?

We offer competitive salaries.

oppor-tunities for rapid advancement. comprehensive health and .
dental insurance. free health and
· exercise programs. and special
bonus drawings for skis. vacations.
stereos. and color televisions. Not to
mention free studded snow tires. on
the off chance it snows in Marlow
this winter.
•
we·re primarily looking for
. telephone sales people. You'll be

answering incoming calls- there·s

no hard sell ililvolved. So. if you·re a

college graduate interested in work ing in a challenging. smoke-free
environment. call our Personnel
Department for more information.

·PC Connection
6 Mill Street. Marlow. NH 03456'

603/446-3383
PC Connection. Inc. is an equal opport.inity employer.

(
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--------HAIG
(continued from page 3)
continues.
said Haig. _
,
"Now char we have created ·
"We must never be naive to
them, failure ro·support them' the permanence of Soviet policy
will send a very serious message or their capability to change
to every Central_American na- overnight to their old, aggrestion, to Cuba, and the .Soviet sive ways," said Haig,
Union," said Haig. 'Thar once
Haig's plan for reducing the
again the Americans have failed budget deficit involves a short
_; to get their ate together, stand
and long term plan, he said. The
up, and be counted." _
_
short term plan would include
Haig said he welcomes the - a freeze on increased federal
recent changes in the Sov ier spending acros-s the boards for
Union under Mikhail Gorba- two quarters, and a freeze on
chev, but added that Americans all cost o_f)iving increases for
are wrong if they believe the two quarters.
changes are being brought about
"That would have S<!,ved 35
by external pressure rather than billion right up front," said
internal failures.
Haig. "Some of the other savHaig also saici Gorbachev's ings in the compromise would
views are not concurrent with have achieved about $10 billion most of the Soviet government, additional, so we would have
and expressed doubt over the had about a $45 to $50 billion
permanence of the changes.
reducrton in chis coming year's
"If Mr. Gorbachev is for real, budge_c."
and we aJI hope he is, then he
A steady reduction in the
is truly _an endangered species," growth of federal spending ~ach

year of about three to tour
percenr of char growth l_eve:;l is
part of rhe long rerm plan, said
Hi1ig.
"Thar also will require across
the board reductions, with no
category of rhe budget being
immune from scrutiny and
reductions, including defense,"
said Haig.
_
With this plan, a balanced
budget by 1994 or 1995 is "very
achievable," said Haig.
Haig stressed his qualifications, citing his experince in the
private sector, as a cabinet
offic_e r and his vase experience
overseas. Most importantly, he
said, was char he made a difference in every position he filled,
setting up a jab at Bush. Work'ing at a position ·· rather than
having your ticker punched like
one of the candidates" gives the
experience necessary to be president, he said.

·GETYOUR
~ -FUTURE -OFF

THEGROUND
.

/

Imagine the thrill of fly-_jng a jet aircraft! Air Force
_

C offers }OU leadership
-training and anexcellent start to a career as an Air Force pilot. If you have what
it takes, check out Air Force RITTC toda~

Contact:
Capt Gloria L Copeland
603-862-14.80

Leadership Exr::eUence Starts Here

mm
'~@O@If
Prints and
.. .
. ..
Slides from the same foll
Seattle FilmWorks has adapted Kodak's
professional Motion Picture film for use
in your 35mm camera. Now you can
use the same film-with the same fine
grain and dch color saturation Hollywood's top studios demand. Its
,. , wide exposure latitude is perfect for
everyday shots. You can capture special
effects, too. Shoot,it in bright or low
light-at up _to 1200 ASA. What's more,
it's economical. And remember, Seattle
FilmWorks lets you choose prints or _
slides, or.both, from the same roll.
Try this remarkable film today!

Ideal for use in Canon, Nikon,
Minolta, Konica, Olympus, Pentax

••• any 35mm camera including
the new au~ofocus cameras.
• 1111 1111 Ill 11111 1111 1111 -

I
I
I
I
"I have never seen better
pictures. And I have been taking I

pictures for many,·many years.
Am 100% sold!"
Justin Buckley

Panama City Beach, FL

.

'

•-·

I

I
I

1111 1111

FREE Introductory Offer

D RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of Kodak MP film for my 35mm camera. I'd like a 2-:roll starter pack
including Eastman 5247~ and 5294~ F.nclosed is $2 for
postage and handling. 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
_

_

:=

:l471

N~E . - - - , - - - , - - - - - , - - - - - STATE _ _ _ ZIP____

Mailto: Seattle FilmWorks

500 Third Ave. W.
P.O. Box 34056
Seattle, WA 98124

I
I
I
I
I

~·II
DIRECT
.
.
MARKETING ASSOCIATIOII

Look for this symool
· when you shop by mall

Kodak, 5247 and 5294 are nademarks of Eamnari Kodak Co. Seattle FilmW~rb is wholly separate ffl!III
lhe manufacturer. Procat ECN-11 at Seattle FilmWorks with limited availability from other laba.
_
·01987SFW
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RESUMES.
Electronically Typed
- $18.50 includes

The New·~Hampshire

Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes

-

Plus

25 ~opies * 25 envelopes·* 25 exti'a sheets of paper

is always look_ing_for
more writers

Changes easi~y made with our One Year -memory storage

Open Monday~ Friday 8:30-5:30

if interested .....

,Durham.·Copy ·
· Jenkins Court •Durham, N.H.•868-703t

[

.c

.c

.c

.c

.c

.c

•

:..

.C

consult with Cote (Beth)
confer with Kumar (Jay)
or
argue with Alexander (Bryan)
(everyone, else does)

A~PLICATIO NS AVAILABLE FOR
FALL 1988 ADMITTANCE TO THE

[
L.

UNDEBGRAQUATE APARTMENT COMPLEX
BEGINNING FEBRUARY I, 1988
ALL ELIGIBLE JUNIORS AND SENIORS
ARE ENCO URAGED TO APPLY
AT TRE OFFICE -

[ _it-,'_

[

[

II_ =~~===1i'--'==~=60=S:.,
CALLT~;;~=
862-1779
FOR INFORMATION
i =~F;;:!J~,Ae::R=i
,==~~~E==N=U=E:.:,==;::.)E::.=--'E-=~
·e i ~

«~,
·--__-

,c

·

7¢

,c

,e

,.

,c

,c

,c

,c

MUB CAF

Balfour. College l,wlgs-: ·
· SomethingToWtjte ·
Home About!
(AndA vfuy Topolt!)

1

•

FEBRUARY 2-- 8
-

We are open from 7:30 am until 3:00 Monday through
Thursday . Friday we close at 2:00pm. Stop by for
breakfast or I·wnch and let t_he Mub Chefs prepare
something especially for you. Choo'se from a variety
of sandwiches, grinders, syrian pockets, grill items,
pizza, salad, soup, and more!!!!

PIZZA
Yes, it 's true. The MUB CAF now serves homemade
pizza everyday from 11 am until 9:30pm. Our pizza 1is
hot, fresh, and delicious. Stop by sometime for a slice
· soon!!

NIGHT GRILL
Night Grill Cafeteria is open from 3:00 till 9:30pm every
Monday through Thursday. Check our our daily specials
for only 95¢!!
Monday-BLT
Tuesday-Hamburge r
Wednesday-Grilled Ham and Cheese
Thursday-Slice of Cheese Pizza and 8oz . soJt drink '
( no substitutions)

FREE!
A.T. Cross Pen ·-_
and Pencil Set- ·A $34 Value!

PISTACHIO'S
Come on by Pistachio's Monday through Friday, between
4 and 7pm fo r 4 5¢ cones!l!I IT'S HAPP Y HOUR AT
PI_STACHIO'S!l!I We a re located in the MUB (That's
th e Memorial Union Building) next to The Granite State
Room . Open" Monday through Friday 11 am-11 pm Saturday and Sunday 3pm-11 pm. Why pay more when
you can come to Pistachio 's and pay less?

Purchase arty men's or
women's 14 karat or 10
·karat gold Balfotar College Ring, and receive a Black
Classic A. T. Cross pen and pencil

set - free.

·

Your Authorized Balfour Representative:

I

~OODIE PACKAGES

MUB -LOBBY
10-3·

Wed. Feb. 3 .& Thur. Feb.-4 Offer~xpires: -Friday 'Feb. 5th

0Balfour®
College ClassRings
No one remembers in so many ways.

·

.

-

/

(

Le t the MUB help you out when it comes to birthday
cakes' We deliver anywhere on campus ·an~ our cakes
a re delicious!! We also have cookies , brownies, and
more!!! For mo re information call 862-2 4 83 and ask
for Kathy.

CATERING
MUB catering can help turn your party or meeting into
a success. Call Diane at 862-2484 for more information.

MUB MARKET PLACE
Feb. 2,4 Vendor selling jewelry, sweaters, accessories
Feb . 5 Vendor selling felt hats, gloves, scarves,
sunglasses.

1·
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@dJX]r!l!l@[i]{:{@
A full service repair shop
specializing in
German, Japanese, and Swedish
Quality work performed and explained

RELAX AT.TH E PRIVA TE HOT TUB
'ROOM RENTA LS -

• SHOWERS, DRESSING AREA AND STEREO IN EACH ROOM•
• TOWELS AND HAIRDRYE 'S FURNISHE D•
11
RI.F. RA THIN SUITS AVAILABL E•
trrp 4 N
•

"THE RESULTS ARE GREAT AND YOU KNOW WHY"

322 Route 125, Lee
West on route 4 .to Lee traffic circle
continue 3.5 miles south.

659-5454
John Schier, Prop.
NH inspection .Station

Now Available~Suite with Video Player arid L_cmnge Area

A

March 6 to April 23, 1988*

BERMUDA ,
COLLEGE WEEKS
The .February sun shone
warmer than usual yesterday.
(Ted McKey photo)

AWHOLE

BOOKFULL

OFcalViN

H~bbt-~1

When you break away .
) do it with style.
,
Your College Week in Bermuda is more than just
sun, sand and surf.
Right from the first outrageous "College Bash" •
at Etbow Beach, it's a week of unrelenting pleasure.
. . Spectacular seaside buffet luncheons: A calypso
and limbo festival like none other. Smashing dancetil-you-drop beach parties, featuring Bermuda's top
rock, steel and calypso bands. Even a "Party Cruise'.'
All compliments of the Bermuda Department
of Tourism.
Bermuda is all of this-and much, much more.
It's tourihg the island on our breezy fi?.Opeds ..

REDMAN SPORT &TRAVEL
208 West 260th Street ·
P.O. Box 1322, Riverdale, NY 10471
1 (800) 237-7465
· In N.Y. State call collect:
(212) 796~6646

i

(Do remember to keep left!)
It's jogging on quiet country roads-including
an early morning 2-k "Fun Run" from Horseshoe
Bay. It's exploring the treasures in our_international
shops, playing golf on eight great courses, and
tennis on over 100 island-wide courts.
But most of all, it's the feeling you get on a tiny,.
flower-bedecked island, separated from everywhere
.
and everything by 600 miles of sea.
This year, break away with style. See your Campus Travel Representative or Travel Agent for details.
* College Weeks packages not availablt week of April 10-16.

VIKING WORID TRAVEL/

BERMUDA ACCOMMODATION SPECIAUsrs·
250 Main Street
Reading, Mass ..01867
(617) 944-4446 ·_
Outside Massachusetts call collect
and ask for College Weeks. ' -

Calvin and Hobbes
have been living at the top of the
national bestseller lists for months
now! Find out why Bill Watterson's
· wonderfully fresh and funny humor
Jtas captured America.
· Order your copy right away..

o;--1

l ~ e ; ; ~-me =-~ies
·
Calvin and Hobbes at $6.95 plus
$1.00 for postage and handling per
book. Enclosed is - - - ·
Make check payable to Andrew.s
and McMeel. Allow 4 to 6 weeks
.
for delivery.

I
I
I
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□

Check

□ - Money

Order

□ - VISA

I Name

I

D MasterCard

l1
- -.1
.

·

Address

I ::::e
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

- ·

-----,--Zi p

Credit ~re\#. _ _ _ _ _ ,
MasterCard Interbank#_ _ Exp. Date - - , -

II

Signature as on credit card ·

Mail to: Calvin and Hobbes Book

c/o This Newspaper

-

I
I
I

._________1[111111111!1111-•-•--------------------~-----------------,---,- --- -P.O. Box 419150

Andr~;s:~:~ ~~~~,_~0Ml 41 . _ __ -· - .

4900 -Main Street, Kansas City, MO 64112
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Do you want to enter
the high-powered_, fast
paced life of journalism,
where the words you ·
write can make or break
lives? Well, maybe you
should work for the Boston Globe.
1

\••·····················
'

'

Do you want to gain
valuable writing e_xpe_rience; have a good time
and get paid simultaneously?

•••••••••••

·······················~
•••••••••••••••••••••••
Then The New· Hampshire
·is for you!

•

I

AFFORDABLE
HOUSING FOR

U.N.H.

STUDENTS
/

One bedroom condominium, from $68,850 ... two
bedroom condominiums from $74,850. These low
preconstruction prices are offered for·a limited time,
only on the first 96 units sold. With the high demand for quality homes at low prices, these garden
condominiums are sure to sell fast!
·
Exceptional location. The Meadow~ at Dover is just
north of Portsmouth, within easy commuting distance to Durham. Beaches, mountains, lakes, shop. ping, recreation and educational facilities are
within easy driving distance.
Quality construction. Rarely are so many features
included. at these low price$. Standard features
include applianced. kitchen, private balcony or
patio, carpeting, gas heat, elevator and more. The
condominium community is developed. by The .· ·
Cablal Group, with q reputation for quality you can
depend on.
For more information call l-800-537-7301 or
(603)749-0008 0ocally). Better yet, visit our sales
office and furnished. model today. -

A Positive Point
About Breast Cancer.
Now we can see it before
you can feel it. When it's no
bigger than the dot on this
page.
And when it's 90% curable. With the best chance
of saving the breast.
The trick is catching it
early. And that's exactly
what a mammogram can do.
A mammowai:n is a sim- ·
ple x-ray thats :slillply the
best news yet for detecting
breast cancer. -And saving
lives.
'
If you're over 35, ask
· your doctor about
mammography.

Give yourself the
chance of a lifetime.™

Unit plans and prices are subject to change without notics.

The Meadows at Dover is marketeq. by Dube. Ccrbral & Company, Inc.

Seller reserves the-rtght to limit the number of investors and to restrict the number ot homes purchased by ea::h individual and ecch household.
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The_ Forum Page is for you! Voice your opinions and
never be stiffled again!

Flex your
creative
musc1es On Sale, for a limited time only:

SPRING BREAK SIZZLES AT DAYTONA BEACH. Concerts,
games, parties, exhibitions, freebies, golf, tennis, jai alai,
greyhound racing, great nightlife and the best beaches in
Florida. It all happens in the Daytona Beach resort area, the
Spring ~reak Capital.of the Universe!
_
Pack your car, hop on-a tour bus or catch a flight on Delta,
Eastern, American, Continental or Piedmont. A travel agent
can make all the arrangements at no added charge. So, cal
800-854-1234 for more Information.
l

~..

• Sterling Silver ~ 40% off
• All Denim - 25% off ·
· • Australian Stockman's Coats - $30. off
• Ugg Boots - ·$10. off
(men 's & women's) .
• Plus 20 to 50% off cool-weather
,,. mercha~dise

,_.... ....
_

___.

FOR FREE SPRING BREAK INFORMATION call 800-854-1234,
or write Destination Daytona!, P. 0. Box 2775, Daytona Beach,
FL 32015.

·

51 Ceres St • Portsmouth , NH
603-436-2436

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ __

Take photos
for the
TheNew·.Hampshire

•••••-#<H••••••••H•#•#••##•#

_,

Da,tone Beach on

-

345 Fore St. • Portland , ME
207-773-7784

·TWELVE
HUNDRED
THE FAR SIDE
CARTOONS!

I
I

•

·IN .

. alvin and. Hobbes have
been living at the. top of
the national bestseller
lists for months now!
Find .out why Bill
Watterson's wonderf1:1lly
fres'h and f~nny ~umor
has captu\r ed Am~rica .
a

..
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right away..

~~------~---~----~-----:-:~

@

•

Order your copy

~~~
·~-~~
lill'i

Please send me _ _ _ copies. of.Calvin an4 /fobbes at $6.95 I
I
plus $1.00 for postage and handling per book. Enclosed is _ _ _ _ _ _
·I
· I Make check payable to Andrews and McMeel. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for d~livery.
· D MasterCard · :
· □ VISA
□ Money Order
□ Check
I Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - " - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
I · Address-------------------, ........---..:...;._----,......... ....------ I
I
Zip ..
·State '.
I · City' ··.
I
·..1
I Credit Card #_______________ MasterCard Interbank # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
I
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp.Date . .
·I
Signature as on ·credit card
I
I
I . Mail to:
'
Calvin and Hobbes Book; c/o This Newspaper; .P.O. Box 419150, Kansas City, MO 64141
:
J
·
.
Andrews and McMeel, 4900 Main Street, Kansa~ Cio/, MO 64112
. _.
.. _
I
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--------MUB PUB-------(continued from page 3)
two pares, supervision of the
PUB and the functions of the
members.
He proposed that a Pub- Board
of Directors (PBOD) made up
of a Pub Staff Representat_ive,
a Beverage Manager, the MUSO
Pub Programmer, and a Srndent
Activities Representative will
administer and supervise all
aspects of PUB function.
The Scaff Representative will
be responsible for staffing the
door, providing security, the set
up and break down of the PUB,
and control food sales, according
to the proposal.
The Beverage Manager would
be responsible for providing
beverages at events deemed
necesary by the PBOD.
T h e M U S O P U B P ro -.
grammer would retain his function of providing entertainment, accq_rding to the proposal.
The responsibility of the
Student Activities Representative would · be to provide
entertainment on che nights
MUSO is unable to schedule
programming, and coordinate
rental and student use of the
PUB.
When the PUB was first
commissioned, Keene Scace
College also initiated a PUB.
According co Ron Wajda, KSC
director of Student Union, their
PUB is still in operation and
very popular.
KSC has also established a
non-drinking section of their
PUB for underag"e students, he
said. "lf"is the organization's
first year, and we're still searching for the right entertainment,
but it's going well, ~e ha ¥, e
, about 100 students a nig~c," said "

Fast Times For Less With

GUNSTOCK'S

·TWO-FER TUESDAYS
AND THURSDAYS TOO!
2 Lift Tickets for the Price of One!

Ski for half price on Tuesdays and Thursdays
when you bring a friend and the coupon
below to Gunstock's Ticket Window.

Gunstock is less than one hours drive
from the UNf! Campus, so find a friend
and ski for only $10 apiece on nonholiday Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Offer not valid on February 16 & 18, 1988
Present UNH I.D. at time of purchase

Ski For Half Price On

TWOFER TUESDAY
·& THURSDAY TOO!
Buy one regular $20 adult lift ticket
and gee a second ticket for the same
day on any non-holiday Tuesday or
Thursday free!
Present this coupon a11d a valid UNH I.D.
at the ticket office for FREE ticket.

for gourmet dinners and_rhe
Wajda.
military bail, temporary licences
KSC's PUB requires a $ 10
are obtained through MUB
membership fee by students
catering, said Sweeney., He said
who wish co join for the year,
this shows chat liability is not
said Wajda. Non-members must
an unsurmountable obstacle.
be signed in by a member, and
According to insurance agent
pay a one or cwo dollar cover
Don Knapcon, if something
cha.rge, he said.
were co happen, the bartender,
The Pub is run by 7 student
waitresses, and supervisors
managers who are trained and
would be liable, as well as the
reseed on state programs, said
University as a whole.
Wajda. Underage drinking is
"A suit names everyone pos·
nor rampant.
"We're real s~ricc, we catch sible," he said.
He said chat at many colleges,
chem at che door. If we catch
them underage, they can. never Pubs are privately owned and
not affiliated with the school.
use che Pub again," he said.
He said the programming is- He said the University would
popular, a.nd chat the Pub op- have co buy the insurance and
erares six days a week, with live chat the cost would be about
bands twice a week, and some · $5,000 a year.
"We could have the cighcesc
type of programming almost
place co drink on campus. To
every night.
The move by Becker to in- scare, it wo,uld be _a good idea
itia ce the proposal is not the to make it only 21 and over-on
only proposal being worked on, some programs," Becker said.
According co Sweeney, an
according to Sweeney. "Jeff
Onore (MUB directo,r who is official proposal probably will
on saabacical), Warper Jones, not appear until at least after
and myself have been working spring break. "They also have
on ic behind the scenes for a to find a person to sign their
name on the liquor license. Jeff
while," he said.
He said the major problem Onore wouldn't do it the lase
i~, liabilicy. "The administration time."
Student Body Vice President
says chere:s a big liability, but
number of schools don't have Sabra Clarke said, "We have the
technology now co make it a
a problem," he said.
Romano said, "I chink Jeff better system. The new mag(Onore) felt liable because his netic scrips on the ID's hold all
name was on the liquor license. the information needed, they
Liability and ho'Y we pay the could be programmed with dace
bill is not the ma.i n concern. The · · of birth, and there's no way they
welfare of the students is. As . could be changed."
"We're about one-fourth 21
director of the MUB I don't see
ic as something chat's in the best or over. We ought to have beer
interest of the students as a in the MUB as an alternative
co downtown," she added . . .
''""·
whole," she\sai9 .

a

Smashing Recycled ·wearables

COLD RING SALE

~

*** UNISEX ***

St. Georges' Church Thrift Shops
Main St. at Park Court - Durham
. Thursdays lJ)-5:00
Saturdays 10-2:00

S60OFF18K
s40·OFF 14K
s20OFF10K

JUDO .CLUB

>

· Jostens Gold Sale. For one week only. Order and save on the gold ring of your choice.

JOSTENS
A

Date:

M

Wed. Feb 3

E

R

C

Time:

A

12-5

S

C

O

.L

L· E

G

E

R

I

N··.

G

TM

$.,

,,,." .

Deposit Required: ·

40.00

·- ----~
.

.

-·

-

t"

Payment Plans Availaole

~

.

'

~

_Tue !JNH Judo Clup meets Monday and Wednesday nights,
6:30 """- 8:00, i'n th~· Field House Wrestling Room;~.
- -New members ar~ always welcome. ' .
·~.·
Op.en to all UNH students, , staff and facul,ty.. .

/.
I

-~ -

.
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IT IS .TIME FOR -YOU TO HA VE
YOUR SENIOR PORTRAIT
· TAKEN\FOR THE -· , 1988 GRANITE YEARBOOK .

I

I

?·, 1988·

......-----------------,
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, FEB~UARY

.

·SIGN-UPS

.

- BEGIN THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 1 ~
YOU MAY. STOP BY THE GRANITE .· . .
.
·.· . OFFICE . ANYTIME
MONDAY THROUGH ,:FRIDAY
/

.

1

r
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,

'•,
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.
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.
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PICTURES

·,

WILL·BEGIN FEBRUARY 15 'AND ....
. WILL RUN THROUGH . FEBRUARY 26 .·· /

.

.

.

.

.
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'

\

.

'

'

-. IF YOU HAVE _ANY QUESTIONS
- · - PLEASE>CONTACT . ·
THE GRANITE OFFICE AT 862-1599 ·.-_ · .
'

.

-
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I

'•

.

-

,'

'
,

THIS IS YOUR LAST ·
'

.

.
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~
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,:__/.

-

.· OPPORTUNITY ·TO BE · ·
IN YOUR YEARBOOK. . .• -·- -.. · . _
·
.. -

'
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·Editorial~,

I

Den y aid to ·cont ras
\

/

While Nicaraguan government and rebel
leaders meet in San Jose, Costa. Rica, this
week to negotiate a possible cease-fire, the
U qited States Congress meets on Wedn~sday to decide on a contra aid package that
will, if passed, keep fueling the fire that
rages in the region wracked by civil war.
The proposed spending bill calls for ,
$36.25 million in military and "humanitarian" aid to the Nicaraguan rebels who
have been trying to topple the democratically elected Sandinista government since
it took power.
The bill sets aside nearly 10 percent, $3.2
million, which the White House would like
to see spent on rifle ammunition, Redeye
antiaircraft rockets and other expendable
lethal.supplies, according to The New York
.
Times.

Yellow

The "humanitaria n" aid is a euphemism
for equipment that doesn't actually kill
people but keeps . the contras comfortable
while they kill people. These include cloths,
tents, food, money to lease aircraft, and
· radios for the battle fields, according to
.
the Christian Science Montitor. .
Congression al Democrats lead the opposition to aid the the contras, but this
particular bill has a loophole that may hook
the 20 to 30 undecided representativ es in
the House. The White House approved
a plan added to the proposal that would
hold the military aid in escrow until March
1. The money would be released after the
Administrati on finds that the Nicaraguan -··
cease-fire has not been reached by then.
To sweeten the pot, the Administrat ion
may let Congress in on that de~isjon when

~ only _hop_e that the New Hamp-

the time comes.
"The delay on the military aid is just a
gimmick that won't fool anybody up
here," according to Representati ve David
E. Bonoir (D - Michigan), who was quoted
,/
in The New York Times.
The lame duck Reagan administratio n
knows it doesn't wield the influence it once
did and must compromise with Congress
to try to arm the contras, ''the m-eral
equivelents of our founding fathers."
The· American people, who overwhelmingly oppose aid to the contras, have not
been duped by .that line of bull. Neither
should our representativ es in Washington.
The Bouse of Representativ es ~ust vote
the will of the people: deny aid to _the
contras, and as John Lennon sang, ''Give
·
peace a chance."

Lette'r ·s _to - the ··editor should be
-typed· and.sign ed and must tnclude an addres's . and telephone _
.
number for·verificati on.
to: .
Address- .alr ffiail
- ---- -The New lf.~mpshir~
.Room 151,

Tuesg_~y, "Trying to ask honest
questions and trying to be persistent shire edttonal staff does not even
~bou~. answers is part of a reporters privately adi:11onish its own reporters for persistance, toughness, and
JOb...
These are character issues: Gary honesty, in the way that it has
To the Editor
publicly condemned Gould.
strange
has made several
··
h
f or Harr
.
.
d maneuvers d uring is career, 10l
h. ff Ireporter
,1_ As a former sta
Ne5 tHcere 1y, ,
T oe New Hamps tre, am a arme
eluding looking at Ted Koppel a .
ogan _
·. a
mere five months ago and telling 1
to find its editors choosing to use
-· · not"
"definitely
their Editorial as a bully pulpit, him that he would
.
'
.
.
•
•
.
j
Yet,
face.
primary
the
in
back
gee
who
student
a
maligning
unjustly
~
asked an intelligent que st i0 £?- that here he is campaigning.Jay Gould's
still remains unanswered. "Gould question forced Hart to say, on
· .
Regresses" was a vicious a nd un- national television, that there are
~
necessary <1ttack again st Jay Gould, no discrepencies in his campaign
space f'rnances, as was ch arged 1ast wee k
editorial
of used
a waste
as have
as -well
to_disc1Jss·
been
could
that
in the Miami Herald. Now he is on
the candidates positions-a-nd per- the record about this issue, and it
formance rather than the perfor- is th~ only record we have.
The distinguished journalist
mance of one of the st udent· quesMarvin Kalb did not seem to think
tioners. ·
,It is no secret that the editors -of the question regressive, nor did he
The New Hampshire rega rd Gould consider Hart's answer satisfactory
· with enmity, but 'it is indeed yellow and chose ro ask him again during
ELIZABETH B. COTE, Editor-in-Chief
journalism to label Gould's question a debate Monday night in Boston.
sto
the
to
jumped
not
has
Kalb
Surely
ry of bad
about Gary Hart's hi
ROBERT C. DURLING, Managing Eaitor
JOANNE MARINO, Managing Editor
personal choices and campaign New Hampshire's conclusion that
JAY KUMAR. News Editor
BAYAN ALEXANDER, News Editor
financing irregularities "muckrak- "Voter's have already made up their
CHARLES J. McCUE Jr., Sports Editor
MARKT. BABCOCK 11, Sports Editor
ing." With unnecessary malice you minds about the relevancy of Hart's
.
PETER TAMPOSI, Phot<:fEditor
,BETH INESON, Photo Editor
· imply that Gould asked the que st ion behavior within their own set of To the Editor:
.
LIZIE, Arts Editor
ARTHUR
;
Editor
Forum
FLYNN.
SUSAN
I
values."
Just in case the chilly weather
in order to "get his name or face -ethical and political
. KAREN PSiENNY, Business Manager
on nearly.every news broadcast and believe that the voters might should continue in the month of
PAULINE TREMBLAY, Advertising Manager
tolerate a certain number of trans- February, your Durham Chapter,
,
in Monday's papers."
Monday night much of the nation . gressions, but is it ~rong for Gould American Red Cross is planning
Susan Smith
Sad.1 G
witnessed Dan Rather's interview
to make our Valentine Blood Drive
Jessica Standish
with Vice-President Bush in which to bring up past transgressions and a very warm and friendly place co
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link them to new evidence?
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Debi MacNeill
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you wrote, "Only six good ques- be.
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Uftiversity Forum
The Las t Ston e
With the presidenriai race of 1988, -it may be
said that it is the largest pyramid ever built.
C_om;Pared to Reagan'.s obelisk (all presi?enti_al
bids are monuments) 1t may prove to be g1gamtei
maybe three of the Egyptian ones at once! The slaves
would have spent sixty years building this one. But
since we have the media, it cakes less time.
The latest stone on the latest stone on the latest
stone is the "match" between Republican candidate
Vice President George Bush and "In This Corner"
Dari Rather, television anchorman for CBS News.
Now I coufd be stopped with a very pertinent
question: right here- why did you choose this stone?
How come you didn't go for the Biden cheacsDukakis people leak cheat- Biden is OUT stone?
- Or why didn't you pick 9ne of the biggies, a
cornerstone- DONNNNNN A RIIIIIICE? Because
,
they' re old.
The day for this scone of the Bush-Rather spar
_ is new; it's fresh. Me, and the millions of people
I stand proudly with, the PUBUC, can still remember
it. And hell, Dan Rather is famous. If Gary Hart
had nightstand conversations wich ... say, Meryl
Streep, wouldn't that have=-been even bigger? So
yelling at (with) a news anchorman.isn't like fooling
around with actresses, but .it is still big. It still can
have meaning, can't it? It's still a stone. Just not
as big.
And Bu-s h made a tig ~rink wi'th this. His
_popularity in the polls (God Bless Those Heavenly

BilgLady

By Scott C. Fish

;By Marcy Bryant

Polls!) is assumed to increase; Rather got some
nasty calls; and Bush was heard to say "bastard"
and "pussy". Pussy? PUSSY? I don't think I have
heard that word used in chat way since the fourth
grade: "you're a- you're a pussy!" "uh-uh" ... "Yuhhuh", etc. ~tc.- Well forrunately Mr. Bush was using
the word in another sense than the word meant
to_me in say, the tenth grade.
This stone, now cemented to the others below
it, will bear one question: But did he say anything
about the Iran-contra? Now chis may be the time
for stones to be thrown at me ... after all, the lrancomra affair (with their shocking yet _n ot surprising
"hearings") is dead in many minds. Some of them
even belong to officials in Washington. Thus, to
bring up the whole sordid story !S to deserve, "you
idiot!", and to have someone throw a rock at you.
But the problem, even as I duck, is should Vice
President George Bush take . the GOP nomination
(which is 27% known by registered Iowans right
now), this -stone from the pyramid is going to
reappear later. A chip of it will be ingrained into
a new stone- a stone for August or September this
year. The Iran-contra zombie; with one of its eyes
hanging by a muscle and its skin slimy and green,
is gonna come a-lookin' for 'ol George Butsh. And
when chat happens, the stones are really going to
?.e h~tting the cement.

The big city of New York
.
Skimming by
\

The closed windows
Of the old taxi cab
Everything radiant;
A million lights
Advertising a_ million thing f
A million people
Scattering about
Unknowing-.:
Where they are going
(

$cott C. Fish is a Liberal <lf-ts Nnior.

-----------

_T ogether-But alone
Hurried.
The cab stops
At the circus corner
We pay
He drives away
The buildings loom above .·
lstare
Awestruck.•.
An old lady
Catches my gaze
Tattered clothes,
Lonely smile
But those eyes
Sparkle with hope-She holds out her can
To passerbys . Some drop in coins
Bui most just ignore her
''The bag lady"

Crucial Deb ate
There is a crucial debate on U.S. funds for the
contras set in Congress on.Wednesday and Thursday
of this week, the already widespread opposition
is growing., If Congress follows the popular will
of the American public, it. will permanently end
aid co the CIA mercenary war on Nicaragua. _
In his state of the Union address, Reagan requested
. ~n ~id package ~ar~ying a price t~!t?f $?6-?5 milli?n
rn non-lethal aid and $3.6 m1lhon in lethal aid.
The administration defines non-lethal aid as not
only food, clothing, and shelter, but also feeps,
helicopters, and radar equipment. ln 1987 .alone,
U.S. lethal and non-lethal ai~ to the contras helped
kill 5,100 Nicaraguans, mostly civilians; non·
combatants.
Moreover, the N.Y. Times rece.n tly stated chat
"an_examination of the bill would actually provide
the contras with at least $43 million worth of aid
and perhaps as much as $63 million over chat
.
period.'.'
The Times went on to say that the Administration
has fashioned the aid package deceptively so as
t9 "make it appear smalle_r - and thus more palatable"
sm.~~l_g~.<>-~.P ()f_C!)_n Nf~~ ,~ ~mbers. who are
fO
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By Randy Spartich ino ,

They say
I walk on

undecided on the issue.
The A~erican people are overwhelming ly in
fa,,vor of ending contra aid permanently. Helping
to support the need to cut-off cdncra aid was the
r€!cenc news that the Nicaraguan military shoe down
a weapons supply plane on Jan. 24, further evidence
of die ongoing disruption of the Central American
Peace Plan by the CIA and the U.S. military.
_U.S. violations of the Peace Plan occur daily, but
instead of focusing on these blatant violations of
legality by the CIA and the Pentagon, the media
falsely claims that the Nicaraguan govt; is breaking
the pace because it is undemocratic. In doing this
they ignore the report of the international committee
appointed co oversee the pact. The Verification,,
and Follow-up Commission reported on January
15 chat the end of U.S. aid to the contras "continues
co be an indispensible requirement for the success
of peace efforts."
You still have the opportunity to call Senator
Rudman at his local offices co voice your con_cern. ·
Ra~dy Spartadhino ii a member of 'the Co~mitt;e
· on_(:entral America.

.- <'/\/

I am told
rrTurn away"

.:::-:,>>>:·: -_,::.__\\'- .'\ ,:<,
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Tears in my eyes
The ominous buildings
Suffocate mJ freedom rrTurn away"
They say
rrlt's just a bag lady."
Marcy Bryant is a Liberal Arts sop'1_omore.
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Calliope

F1_1m: MoanstrucR .·~~;~;~1~:::;\tH
By Patrik Jonsson

Drugs and culture are two
ways to slip away and leave our
remember, as Woody Allen once realities behind. That is, drugs
said, there's nothing like hot being drugs, and culture taking
cockles.
the form of mu~ic, the theater
As you can readily see, we' re and art. At times, of course, they
not exactly breaking new ground are not separate at all, but Friday
w1t-h this film. Most of the night at the Johnson Theater,
characters are probably filched · the Calliope Renaissance
from either The Rose Tatoo or quartet treated a packed house
The -Godfather,or any other to a pure culture induced time
movie with Anna Magnani in warping hallucination.
it, -and the situation is far from
Seve·ral bleach white light
being a revolutionary concept. beams lit the stage revealing
What keeps this from being just an array of peculiar looking
another run of th~ mill Holly- instruments littering the floor
wood ethnic comedy is a very around five chairs. Dressed in
witty script and fantastic en- white cotton shirts, in a very
semble acting. This is an actor's Renaissance style, Calliope
film, so Jewison is smart enough walked out onto ,t he stage and
to not intrude between us and · . positioned themselves with
the c~st with a_busy camera.
their.. instruments and began
Cher is her most appealing their performance. While the
to date, once again revealing pieces ranged from jolly to sad
that she is everything as an to upbeat and included a musical
actress that she never came close - play based on biblical creationto being as a singer (namely
ism, Calliope, like a medium,
good - although, after "Gypsies, brought the classic melodies of
Tramps, and Thieves," _even an the Renaissan~e periods to a
unbilled appearance in Howard modern day audience.
.
.
I
th.e Duck would have been an
The group usually consists
UNH
music
professor
Robert
Stibler
displays
a
krummhorn,
,_
improvement'.) Nicholas Cage .o f four members; but were
is given -another chance to play joined at the performance by o.ne of the many instrument_s used by the Renaissance band
a comic romantic lead, and, as guest and UNH Professor Ro- Calliope last Friday night in a performance at The Johnson
in Peggy Sue Got Married, he bert Stibler on cornetto, re- . Theater. (Tad Ackman photo)
is superb. A,s Cher's parents, corder and krummhorn. Lucy
Vincent Gardenia and Olympia Bardo performed on strings,
Dukakis (if only the Duke were Lawrence- Be'nz played the low
as good a ca'ndidat:e as his cousin brass, winds, a'nd the flute, Allan,
is'- a·n ;,a ctress) lend considerable Dean played high brass and the
charm, as Dukakis -tries to get winds and Ben Harms beat the
to the bottom of her husband's percussion instruments as well
philandering ·with a cheap little as played strings and winds.
tootsie (she decides that it is Separately and collectively they disappointing piece entitled the audience. He held up a bass
Cher, the lover-crossed star of because he fears death, and she own over forty. different instm- - "Riconar 'Da pacem Domino'." krummhorn and explained why
let's him know that rio matter ments, mnst o.f which they use This song decided to forget it used to be called a "Lizard/'
Moonstruck.
what he does, he is still going in concert. The group has played about melody and instead Laughs all .around.
cousin), is a very unpretentious to die.)
· together since the early seven- • clunkedabout like a French horn
An _improvisational piece
slice of Italian life comedy, set
Why aren't more comedies _, ties and have earned rfc6gnition playing solo trills or an African called "Frais et Gallard" folin Brooklyn. It tries _to make no like this, I don't necessarily as one of the foremost Renais- Wildebeest dancing hopscotch. lowed. Well, first they played ·
grandoise statements, but, typ'- mean ethnic comedies, being Sance bands performing today.
The viols sounded false and the the proper piece in a quick
ically, it ends up saying a lot made? I do not think this is the
The concert began with a sackbut \fas almost silly. Cal- tempo, then they slowed it down
more than most Big Statement right question to ask. The piece called "Canzone 'La Se- liope probably wanted to share ancl allowed Allan Dean to solo
films. The films basic conflict . surprising t~ing is ·that films rafina''" which actually carried ~II different genres of Renais- over the chord changes with
is a traditional one: shouldCher, like this are even made at all some familiar melodies to those sance music, but the :'Ricerar" recorder trills like a bard-like
an attractive-but-in-her-late-· these days, when comedy is who have seen Monty Python's piece fell very short of enjoy- Miles Davis. Renaissance band
thirties working woman (who defined more by how many "The Holy Grail." "Canzona" ment.
turned Spyro Gyra.
lives with her parents and her times pinheads like Eddie is not the same music, but carries
"La Ga'mba'. ' (not La Bamba)
"Pavan Lachrymae" was a
aged grandfather) follow Murphy say certain words that · much of the same fluty melody _ followed yanking the perfor- solo piece performed on bass
through on her promise to - I am not allowed to print here lines with the sackbut (a Rei;iais- mance forward again. "This is · viol by Lucy Bardo. It lasted close
- marry nice but boring Danny or how many extras get blown _ sance version of the trombone) a bouncy little piece with alto to five minutes but the single
Aiello or follow her heart's · away ~er scene. Occasional films ·b'oomph.ing away underneath. _ ,cornetto in F," said Allan Dean melody line was so engaging and
desire and marry his somewhat like Moonstruckdemonstrate
On the pieces that followed, introducing it. He was right on played with such feeling r-hat
wi.Id brother (Nicholas Cage) that comedy is not actually deaa, • the members picked up and used all ~ccounts. Taking a little it was very bearable. "Pavan"
who warms her cockles as his but it is in a coma. Films like other instruments around them. ,pause before the rune he ex- waH piece that could have failed
brother never could? I.won't say _M oonstruck are just keeping it After a second, more--laid back plained the cornetto, whawm, ,. mm~gbly, ~<:~!?-8. in a minor. key
any more about the plot, but just ·· breathing.
_ version oJ '. 'Canzona" came a _ recorder, and krummhorns to ·cALLIOPE, page 20

Moonstruck
MGM Film{
By Marc A . Mamigonian
Such is the dism'al state of
contemporary Amer i can
comedy that when a genuinely
warm, witty, and winning (I
apologize for the Rex Reed-like
alli'teration) comedy like Moonstruck comes along, I almost feel
as if I should sacrifice a fatted
calf to j ehovah in ·thanks. Well,
I don't have a fatted calf handy,
so all I'm going to do is write
this crummy review.
.
The fim, directed by Norman
Jewison and starring Cher,
Nicholas Cage, Danny Aiello,
Vincent Gardenia, and Olympia
Dukakis (yes, she is the Duke's

Calliope A Joy
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UNH Theater Presents Video Series .
By K aren H all
The University of New head of the UNH Theater
Hampshire Department of Department. "Each has its own
Thea ter and _Dance will begin individual value.". Scharff
its "Lu·nch Box Videos - Work- stressed that series _p articipation
ing in the Theater" series on is not limited to theater majors,
this Thursday, February 4, at bur should prove informative
· 12:30 p.m. in the Hennessy for all students a nd community
Theater of the Paul Creative members intere st ed in any
Arts Center. The series is aptly aspect of theater.
named, as the eleven programs
promise to be a fea st for anyone
intere st ed in th eater perfor..:
p)ance, direction, P rod uction,
. The first video, "Six Directors
or script-writing.
·in · search of an Audience," a ,
"These videos represent the 1987 AT &IT': On Stage sy1:1m
'diversity of the American Theat- posium originally aired in Los
tQ'.t ~ vi~JV~\
·. er/ 1 e~P.lains·
~ :·· . ~~ - \Thqfl)as
~t i."# · ' Sc·h_
'# <1rffk
• .. /1'-t._A nge\e;s; J~, atur~s
. -.
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with Bill Bushnell, Robert Falls, · among their talented ranks.
Des McAnuff, Peter Sellars
(currently seen on film in JeanScharff considers the selecrion of the University for review
of the series a good indication
Luc Godard'. s King Lear), Gary that the department is gaining
Sinise, and Stan Wojewodski. national recognition. "Notev~ry
The other videos are provided institution in the count_ry has
by the American Theater Wi!).g, been given this opportunity,"
founders of the "Tony" (An- he emphasized. "Each recipient
toinette Perry) A wards. These was hand picked by American
ten seminars cover a variety of Thea~er .W ing." Scharff noted
topics-and feature well-kriowns that UNH Theater alumni inMatthew Broderick, Lore.tea_ duded Jame·s Broderick (best
Swit, Judd Hirsch, Elizabeth known as the father on TV's ·
McGovern, Glenn Close, Arthur "Family") and Maryanne Plun/ Mi·Jl.erJ ~an0 Me1Je ~Qe.t>µs,l{ey,e, · :keOt
C 'lom,",.tedpiPAt
_ e~t
,..· >1.t
~~4. ,':•" ~ , -.• , - f.or/M
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and° My Girl role.)

Scharff also noted that he was
pleased that the· seri·es ti·es 1·n
well -with the educational goals
of the department. "We .think
it makes a -good supplement
to our cirriculum," he added.
The videos will be shown on
eleven .consecutive Thursdays
and will be attended by faculty
members. Each video runs bet~een forty and ninety minutes
and will be foll9wed by a brief
discussion period, led by an
instructor, for those who ~ ish
"•to
nart_
-ti,_·
If-ii.~
, (oi_P.a:te\t\
~
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Com mu nar ds:
UK Mu sic,
US Lyr ics'
The Communards
can be said about the mus ic
Red
- except that it consists solely of
MCA Records
synthesizers.
By Brendan Gleeson
The rest of the songs on Side
British pop has always tended One are more of the same, and
, to be, well, smarter than Amer- it is not until Side Two that the
ican pop (The Beatles vs . _The Communard s show why they
Beach Boys down to Terenc·e deserve to have an album. The
·Trent D'Arby vs. Tiffany.) Both · songs on this side are more
are intended to make people · concerned with real mus'ic and
dance, but the British always less with dance dub hits. "Lovseem to put more heart into it, ers and Friends" allows Richard
the result 1s sometnrng mar can Coles to show his talents as a
be called "music" with a straight musician, for it features a very
nice piano and string arrangeface.
ment , which, refreshingly , is
album
new
The Communards
Red is their second, and it falls real and not the product of a
· somewhere in between Amer- synthesizer. Jimmy Somerville
ican and British pop. Musically, is also able to show that he has
the songs are distinctly British, talents as a singer on this track,
. but lyrically it's pure American since he is no longer tryirig to
Top 40. The result? Well, you keep up with a dance beat.
"Hold on Tight" is another
can dance to it, but I wouldn't
suggest that you spend any time example of the Commuhard s'
trying to attach any meaning talent. Again, the band cools
to the lyrics. All the sqngs deal down the synth, adds another
with one topic. As is the case . string arrangement over a midwith most dance albums that tempo beat played by a real:
deal with one topic, this one drummer, not a machine, and ·,
the results are positive. The
,
deals with love.
talent is definitely there, the
a
with
The album opens
ingested outer rumblings. It's spellbinding guitar with a bumjust needs to get its priorband
"Tomor_
song,
ironic
cleverly
Siouxsie and Moody Blues and bling melodic bass and compe·straight.
itites
and
upbeat
Cocteaus and Slovenly and a host tent drums, then add rambling row." The music is
What really sets the Commu-;•
of others all compresseq., into Slovenly-lik e vocals . ·A hard snappy, and is all synthesized.
apart is the voice of Jimmy'_
nards
immecome
Boys
a big_ Spam of a sound. Still, it's dais work anyway you size it · The Pet Shop
If you remember
Somerville.
banks
while
So
mind.
to
diately
for
and,
thoughtful, interesting,
up.
popular tune:·
Bear's
Bronski
party
the
get
s
the most part, worth more than
The best tunes are the title of synthesizer
Tow~ Boy," yobi~}vj)ft;
'Small
.
'
,
the
(
Somerville
Jimmy
going,
·
ing
driv
and
_
one listen. "
track, ·a n intense
remember that Somerville' s'
The music created by singer counterbala nce of a violently unmistakabl e ex-singer of the
seemed impossibly high
voice
Dominic Appleton, bassist Ari churning guitar and a deter- Bronski Beat) puts his foot
Well, pis voice is_still
man.
a
for
the
break
may
"You
down:
Neufield, guitarist Gary Mundy; mined rhythp-i section, "Say
impossibly high, and sometimes
the
kill
can't
·
you
But
skin/
Watts
eclectic
an
Martyn
Sings,"
arummer
and
September
higher, for the entire album.
_ (There seems to be keyboards blend of The Smiths meet soul / I've had all I can rake."
Adjusting to his voice is crucial
filling out the s.9und, but no one "Tomorow Never Knows," and Evidently someone was slap- to enjoying the album, and if that
thought
a
around,
him
ping
is listed as playing them. Magic? "Is It Good News Today," a
you don't, listening to it will be
Telekinetics ? You make the climax-striv ing wall of noise takes on more significance when a nightmare.
are
Communards
the
notes
one
call.) can best be described as with just a touch of Moody Blues
. Red is not likely to make the
the echo of a loud whisper melodies. Don't expect to f~nd homosexuals. ds a household
Communar
(little
"T.M.T
track,
next
The
generated in a void, producing this record at the malls or on
too run-of-thejust
is
it
name;
T.B.M.G."
a near psychedelic maelstrom 'ERZ or as muzak in your heart shape)
if the band would write
But
mill.
Than
Love
to
More
s
"(There-'
'Jf sound. As one might imagine dentist's office in the near
more songs like those on side
from the · circumstanc es, the future . You'll have to dig just Boy Meets Girl)" is another two, those with human touch,
one
bad
a
not
and
tune,
dance
some
rather
music turns out to be
a little deeper, maybe get
they just might have something.
soulless. To create this highly dirt urider your fingernails, to at that. Again, not much more
--'-----------.
1
to
attack,
listen
. ambiguous but hollow
catch a worthwhile
Breathless blend a _d_izzying, Breathless.

Bre ath less , Uni que
Vision

'\"'

Breathless
. Three Times And Waving
Rough Trade/Teno r V ossa
By Arthur Lizie
Some bands can't be pigeonholed. You could judge by the
first song on their record that
they're one type of music, but
the next tune comes up and it
blows all logic from the first
theory. Or you can say "This
.sounds a lot. like ... " or "No,
reminqs me of ... " and end up
_ talking to yourself for a while.
Usually, this is a good trait to
find in a band, at least if you're
not a reviewer. It's easier to
classify a band then- to have
them distinguish themselves
musically. Breathless (Godard
fans?) distinguish themselves.
This is not to say that _Three
Times And Waving is a second
coming of The Beatles or the
harbinger of a new generation
·of music, because it isn't. It's
probably not as much a product
of an ingenius innervision as
it is a clever reworking of

_ __,CALLIOPE- -

.38 Special or Jack Wagner. It's
(continued from page 19)
more fun than one can imagine.
Variations on 'the desert island
theme include "Stranded in and all, but feeling showed and fables about aininals, ev Hell," "All night in an Airport," through the strings and the erything performed comically
but with a serious creationist
and "A Date with Martha Raye." audience loved iL
undertone . ''The Frogs" feaJudging by these lowered
tured Allan Deart and Larry
next,
came
standards, Foreigner comes out
dances
-of
series
A
1
-ne~r the top of the AOR/ top bringing the whole tempo up. Benz on sackbuts burping 11.way
will anyway; they've already 40 heap. Their records are The melodies quickened and like frogs, then going off into
heard "the hit" two million predictable, but at least note- percussion was introduced for melody, then back to frog honkt'imes on the radio and must worthy. On -t his record, as the first time. "Chi non ha ing again. A scene with elehave the record. It doesn't even always, they offer a few mid- martello" was the high point _phants came next, along with
matter if-it's good. All of these . tempo pseudo-rock ers that with an increasing frenzying a biblical anecdote, and had
rules are not even afterthoughts aren't sinfully miserable to hear drum beat and then stop. "Un Larry Benz and Allarl Dean
- in the face of bands like Foreign- on the radio ("Face To Face," cavalier di Spagna" equipped playing an elephant, one playing
· perhaps the archetypical For- Ben Harms with a one handed the tail and one the snout. Other
·
er.
eigner song, "Inside Informa- little recorder and a drum hang- scenes followed: The Hedgehog,
on
view
To get an objective
an album such as Foreigner's tion"), some toned down ballads ing off his arm and left him The Unicorn, The Whale and
Inside Information , one must ("Can't Wait" "I Don't Want playing it without accompan- so on, the final finale being The
of
start playing games. The name To Live Without You"), and iment, like trying to play the Dove (of Noah's Ark fame,
course).
whapand
hand
musi~
one
with
competent
piano
fairly
some
is
game
enjoyable
most
of the
The whole purpose of any
"Desert Island." To play, one c i ans hip from g u it a - ping out ·an uneven back beat
of culture is, after all, to
kind
,
Jones.
drum.
Mick
snare
a
on
rist/producer
a
on
themselves
imagine
must
us forget about the now
make
Calliope
real
to
back
next
years
pale
it's
Several
Although
·· desert island, with the only
of
creature comfort being a, stereo: rock music, Inside Information commisione d a work from and transport us to regions
we've
world
the
and
mind
the
ShickPeter
within
record
composer
a
famous
-The first stipulation is that only isn't that bad
one record can be brought on the limits of the genre. It isn't ele. Shickele came up with a never visited. Although the
the island. The second s.tipu- as adventurous as 4, Foreigner's piece loosely based on the Johnson Theater is a familiar
latton is that the choice of the . best album, best being quite biblical creationist theory and place, the Johnson Theater did
solitary record must be choosen relative, hut beats out the Jour-. he titled it "Bestiary." After a not exist Friday night . .The
from a field featuring the latest · neys and Loverboys and Poisons recited introduction , dropping Renaissance lived again through
disc by Loverboy, Journey, . etc. Not "Out of the blue/Into such phrased as "Noah" and this .Calliope medium and the
R.E.O. Speedwagon, Foreigner, _ my ~eart:" as one cliched line · "the Ark," several little acts imagination reigned. And that's
followed, all dealing with myths no drunken hog wash.
--and a current favorite, maybe says, but better theff expected.

.lnfi de
.ln/o rma tion
Foreigner
Inside Information
Atlantic Records
By Arthur Lizie
In the movie After Hours
Griffin Dunne discovered that
under certain sit~ations, the
norms of everday living can be
dramatically ~ltered. Reviewing
a Fo'reigner record, one can
reach the same -~conclusion .
Evaluating a band of their genre,
no longer do the standard reviewing ~techniques apply. For
example, it doesn't matter if the
record is unique or stands out
above the crowd, because it
doesn ' t. It doesn't matter to
· inform an audience about the
· band, because they' re as faceless
as every other "hard rock" band.
It doesn't matter if you recco_mend that someone spend their
cash on the disc, because people
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** MEET PEOPLE AND HAVE FUN WHILE INTRODUCING NEW
STUDENTS TO UNH. .. .
** DEVELOP YOUR LEADERSHIP A~D COMMUNICATION SKILLS
WHILE YOU HELP THEM FORM THEIR FIRST IMPRESSIONS ... ,
**BEA MEMBER OF A GREAT STAFF AND WOJ,lK AS PART
OFA TEAM...

I

· 10 Tans .........iuonly $26.50

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:
MAY 31 -- JUNE 28

· Member Price ·.·. ·. Reg.~

SALARIED POSITION
Applications and job descriptions available at the Dean of
- Students Office
Second Floor Hµddleston

10 T~ns.......... ~only $35.00-, ·
· Nonmember
~~

APPLICATIONS DUE FEB. 5

Discounts also

: , _·: :.
We encourag,e rtudents o/ diverse ba~kgrounds to apply
\
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1 time
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FRANKLIN FITNE))
C E N TE R
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Durham, NH 0.3824 · ·
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Hot _Discounts
end Feb. 29
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·

Ar01y & Navy Sale
MUB Feb.l-5

Genuin:i~. !':d~:~~~/:~~urplus:

I

Ju.s. B:1:;f;::;:;talian WOol w;::n~t::i::~ British, .
;: ;: ;

$8-$15

$15

Heavy Cotton, 6-Pocket
Field Pants - U.S., Dutch,
West German
$7-$.15

U.S. ~avy Wool Middys
& Peacoats
$10-$30

&
Full Length Raincoats _
·_ Trench Coats
$6-$15

Down Feather Mummy
Sleeping Bags (0° -15°. )
$20-$30 ·~ .

I
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Wool Bla,nkets, Gloves, Hats, Scarfs, and
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MIC
MOTHER GOOSE' & GRIMM

How to live
with someone
who's living
with cancer.

by Mike Peters

When one person gets
cancer, evervone in the familv
·
·
·
suffers.
~obody knows better than we
do how much help and
understanding is .needed. Thar's
wliv our service and rehabilitation
programs emphasize the whole
family, nor just the cancer patient. ·
Among our .regular services
we provide information and
guidance to patients and families ,
transport patients to and from
treatment, supply home care items
and assist patients in their return to
everyday life.
Life is what concerns us. The
life of cancer patients. The lives of
their families. So you can see we
are even more than the research
organization we are so well known .
to be.
No one faces cancer alone.

OH,tOOK .. ,THE
HENC>S-RSONS
UAC> A SAS'r), 11

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
HIIVIN& fAS5€lJ

me (9/j"g

''~Mff<€H€NS/V€ R/fP 611N
11?€/IT'(,,, CIJlCU5 /3(15/N£5S
COVt..P NOW H0Ptfr/UY

171/?N €t..5€WH0?€ ...

. 5(Jf}P€NlY, ATT€N770/i/ -WAS
8/ICK ON 1H€ KAP BAN TK€fi
f/NP 1H€ 77fOKNY /5$/€ OF
€NFORC€M€NT.

WH0711€HUK
111?€ WE 5UPPOK11N&
. FOi? PR€~//l€NT
1lf/5 Y0/f( ?

35mm
~ @Li@If
I

S~OE

by JeffMacNel/y

Prints

and .Slides
fromtbe
same roll
KUDZU
LEARNS 7/./E
.t/Juw >JA5AL LARRY
BIRD,

LEGENDARY

WHlfESi WHITE BOY IN
-r/.lE NBA,.l/AS -:f'C> PRACilCE HIS HIGI-I l=JVES ...

Seattle FilmWorks has adapted
Kodak's professional Motion
Picture film for use in your 35mm
camera. Now you can use the same ,
film -with the same fine grain and
rich color saturation - Hollywood's
top studios demand. Its wide
exposure latitude is perfect for ·
everyday shots. You can capture
special effects, too. Shoot it in
bright or low light- at up to 1200
ASA. What's more, it's economical.
And remember, Seattle FilmWorks
lets you choose prints or slides, or
both, from the same roll.
Try this remarkable film today!

By Doug Marlette
,..1-//5 MINO IS MADE UP!

/IIEANWHILE; 8ACk

1'M OFF 1'0 S'-'JEDEN
i=oR A RACE L-\~'1",
A SOUL. IMPL.A.Ni,
AN AffrfuDe-ruCK,

I-IOME. IN BYPASS
REV. WllL B - DUNN
DR.UM lJP
-fRIE5
5LJPPOR1 ,HE OLC>l=A5HIONED WAY:

,o

THE WORKS.'

PR~AOfE.R I YOU

PROM1$ED ME

1"J.1Ai' SUPREME
COURr GEA"t!

IM"ZEE, HOW \IJOULD YOU
LIKE A Se~, ON ,HE
SUPREM'c cou~. '?

./

''.J987 SFW

Calvin and Hobbes
~~D so n\£ PLM-.\t.T .
MERC.\JR'{ \S ~ \.\CT Po.ND
Bfl.R~EN 'NOR\.D, TI\£ C.lOS'ES I
TO ou~-S\JN."rn---i
11

..

I

11-IN'-\K '{00, 1\i~K '{0\J ! \.\E.',,
~~1' ~C.RO~D! ~O\l LOOK

I

---------------

. FREE Introductory Offer

by Bill Watterson
'iOU KNClW,

~

FUt{~'( 1"1t--lG

G9,EAT l¼IS MORNING ... RFAl.1), W\PPtN£DOt,.\
I M~t-l !W,.T.' C:/J ct{, GNE 1"E Wfl-'{ ro
'{OURSEL\J'cS ~ \4~ND ! .
!Ht. l\B~R'(

\

I

D RUSH me two 20,exposure rplls of I
Kodak MP film for my 35mm camera. I
I'd like a 2,roll starter pack including I
Eastman 5247® and 5294.® Enclosed
is $2 for postage and handling.
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

NAME~-- --'---- - - - ADDRESS _ _ _ __ _ _ __

'<ESft.RD~ ...

CITY _ _

_ __ _ _ _ __

STATE _ _ __

ZIP _ _ __

Mail to : Seattle FilmWorks
500 3rd Ave. W.

2471

P.O. Box 34056
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. at Seattle FilmWorks with limited availability from other labs.

.
, 7;
, ""'.'
, ......
J.....,.....
,
"7'

Seattle, WA 98124
Kodak, 5247 and 5294 are trademarks o£Eaatman Kodalc Co. Seattle
RbnWorks is wholly separate from the manufaccurer. Process ECN-11
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TOMOR ROW,_

FEBRU ARY3 .
H I_LLSBOR OUGH RM. MUB
GREEKS & NON-· GREEKS
WELCOM E
.

.

.

.ATTENTION SKIERS ·
·~~ ·

~

•Jay Peak . . February 5-7. This weekend only $109.
Includes : Bus, Lodging , Sking (2 days), and Meals.

w~~t1.uJ1 .

·~~
\ . Breckenridge Colorado
J

SPRING BREAK· "88 -

•

p~

INFORM ATION NIGHT

\

~
~M
I

'

.

Sign up NOW! •
Ski Stowe Vermont Spring Break ·
5 days/5 nights with meals$199.00

I

~
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j

.. t

OPEN HOUSE

Feb 9 -

- at 7pm

Ham Sinith

(

Rm 216

s.·..·. ··..G)

-NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB'S
6THANNUAL
RESPONSIBLE DISSENT)

I

FEBRU_ ARY.4th - GRANITE
STATE ROOM U.N.H.
§
1:00 PM LECTURE - ~
CIA MANIPULATION
f
IN ACADEMIA
§
John Stockwell
David MacMichael .

§

i

7:30 PM PEOPLES' fIEARINGS -

,

~~~··t '

~,~

.

· ·~ ~· .~ ~ · ~ ~
r

~\;

'

~

~\~-"
\
.
.
~t,
'2t' .. $·~~
·.

0

W§!~~f~~::~f~z:~h:n~:::::;:a ::andal?
5

.1 ·L

2. What, in fact, is "National Security"? ·

STOCKWELL, Daniei ELLSBERG,
Leslie COCKBURN., Brian WILLSON;
tllo~aMarita LORENZ,PhiIRO
_-_ETTJNG_ER, _
John

-

EDWARD_S, Ralph McGEHEE,
B"RENMAN GIBSON .,
David MacMICHAEL
'
.. Ada

• .

.i

Margaret

SPONSORED BY: ARDIS, UNH-P·.S.N. For more info.:-P~S.N.-M.U.B., Durham, NH

1-603-862-1008

.

,~ ·~·
.

.4\~·~ ·-~~ ·
-. SENATE/MERRl:MACK _R OOM MUD - _·

- . MONDAY, FEB. 1-FRIDAV, FEB. 5
. HOURS, 9:00 A.·M.-5:00 P.M.
·Genuine U.S. and Foreign Surplus
Wool Coats/Overcoats
-$15-30

Wool J>ants/Shirts _ _ _ _ _ _ $5-15
Camo. Pants/Shirts _ _ _ _ _ _ $10-22 ·
Khak_i/Fatigue Shirts
. $4-10.
Hat$,_Gloves,. Sleepjng Bags, and Much More...

r
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Universi ·com,ics
by RoberiDurling

Jumpin' Jake

E~ALT~'/ W\VrT ALV:,\JN\
DlO \-\'E L\STEN TO~
<:>FE. wELL, MA' At1t 1
I OON'T MEAN
TO BE
, -A
.
C.R\J r: L ~ --k,~ ~.,,..

&.t-M RcL0~\)5. -vJ\-\AT,M/\AN\~ w11r-n~ NO/<,A'AM.1,'M .
OKA'-/ I (ALM DbWN I 1AY\\:. PO':>IT\VE NONE CF OU~

r

\T fA)'/, WHr-n: YOUR SON {\LgUMS· \-\/\\Jc SA1ANI(
\\\LU: tJ H\MsEL~ Aq ER MEs_s A_~ es · ....

1

1
Ll')

~
· ·~

_

tzr~f :~~ )"' .(

~

-R~LOR DS .
100 1\tv\ES

,·

'\

.,,

...-.;

a.

')t
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.
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.
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by .Michael F._Dowe ·

FREAKER PATROL

NO!
. NCM.!
NO.
,

I .

Vft CJtf !

~ N STREET .
MAN 1 "I TH l NI< 1lllS

RAM&o STUFF
GfTTIN~

our o/r

O-t\-, LOV£tts ... r l<Now

·15

"(OU~ OUT "THE.RE • • • • • · .

A1'ttows,

. £AT

HAND;

~OOLS /

I

RfALLV!

\

... ., ......

.

HACKS HALL

. by John Hirtle

ABLE TO HOUSE

WELCOME TO THE
NEWEST DORM ON

248.9 STUDENTS,
ALL MISFITS ARE
PLACED HERE •• ··

CAMPUS:HACKS

HALL...

•
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:fHE ENTIRE MESS IS

RAN FROM OWEN
PING US~ ROOM. ·

HE'S THE HALL
DIRECTOR •..
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We all have times when life brings us trouble
·
\Ne fee/sad.,
\;\/e feel mad.,
• or angry, crossed.,
depresse d or perplexe a ...
And we don't krfrJw where tq turn ... "
And only d we cbuld talk to someone .
Someon e who /is.tens.,
someone 'who cares.
Someon e our own age who can relate
· tp the problem s that affect us all
frorh time to time ...

Applications for ;A SSIST ANT SENA TE
BUSI NESS MANAGER
•

V

•

-

AND
, ASSI STAN T EXECUTIVE

.
Well wouldn' t vqu know?
, f-ielp is just a phor:>e c~/1 away.
Gll'l2 DI SIi

tau,

,· are·~eing ~ accepted in the ·

_Ev~ ~~~ 6~1 c

Sen~te Office Room 130 - MUB

~-

g,62-2213
t».lcll hu~~~.NH
1-~0Q-<;g2- )341
e

,w

•.•....•....
f

~

* FREE LEGAL SERVICES-¥- .f

LANDLORD PROBLEMS?

♦

i
♦
♦

♦ ·

ATtORNE YS

: .
♦

♦

:
:

Have been retained lo provide legal service and
consultat ion tc;> all_undergra duate students

♦

♦

L-.

♦

: ♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

:

·OFFICE AND TELEPHONE C~NSOLTATION

:

.: .

.· -ROOM 130 MUB STUDENT SENATE OFFI.CE

:

Call: 862-1712

:

i
i

or stop by: TUESDAY 10-1 P.M. 7-8:30 P.M.

♦

THURSD AY 1-5:00 P.M:

· ONL Y 50Se mest er

mem bers hips left. ·

♦

♦
♦

r
:

$99 full semester memb ership

♦

f

WEDNESDAY 7 -9 ,3 o

♦

"'

.:

¥ .FREE OF CHARG E~

:

♦
♦

Don't Let This Happ e:n to You!
r----

:

DWI?

f .CRAIG t. EVANS. AND ROBERT MITTELHOZER

♦

'

♦ .

♦
♦

♦
♦

,."

♦

: TRAFFIC VIOLAT ION? · OTHER LEGAL PROBLEMS?

:
:

,·,,

,♦

♦♦

l

. ,

_'7_

........... .....~·······... ,---- :-~-~ -___ :__-~ ----- ---~

~

♦

A·

...
~--.we Uv'>,e-,(;,

$79 off-pe ak semester memb ership

·♦

♦
♦
♦ ,
♦ .
♦ . This service· is provided by the Student. Senate . ♦

:

♦
♦

f

through the Student A~tivity Fee.

♦

•♦
♦

.. · ~ •-• ~ -" ...~ .~ .

,

Get fit ...

♦
•

♦

- ♦♦

u~~Mn

Durham. NH 0:5824

~~

♦

~- ~.,~~. .jl!►.~.~~~~~..-~~:!'~~~~.~~~~·

Get the Glow !
.

· eiteter Rd.
Newmarket Ntl 03857
659,,5151 or 778-7602

..._
.., ~,....,.,
·_ ,,. -r:
: .t-,~I""";"'
'"';;',7~-r.::
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THE YEAR OF THE PRESIDENCY
New Alliance Party Candidate for President

DR. LENQRA FULANI
speaks on

THE NATURE OF THE PRESIDENCY
Thursday, February 4 .
12:30 p.m.
Strafford Room, MUB

U-2
Chances a're, you-already pick up the Globe
on your way to class, at Newsstand prices.
Now you can get ·The Boston Globe
delivered to your .campus address every morning by
8am. PLUS - You get a handy calculator for FREE
with your pre-:paid subscription for the Sunday &
Daily Globe.
I,

------------------------------------------------------------------·
.** WE NEED DELIVERY PEOPLE ** Can Join the June
Transfer Orientatio·n
Staff! '

Call about wages·
-- - Daily and Sunday at $25.94 for semester .
.

;

.

/

- - Daily only at $13.94 for semester ·
- - Sunday only at $12 for semester

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SEND TO:

-Application~ Available Now at
th·e Commuter Transfer . _
Cente.r - Room 1<3'6: MUB
'

.

.

'

Bruce Twyon

Campus Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 17 Garrison Ave

I

'

J>_~~~J~~~;J_~~;~~ry 3, 198a _

Durham, NH 03824
868-'6108

Tel. #
"·
,

-W e"'will be soliciting The Boston Globe on the balcony of , .
the MUB all day on Friday Feb 5th.
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CLASSIFIED

•

MARLA- w ho ca res as long as it's
PROGRESS?????
And on th at one otherwise uneventful late
January even in g, Black Jacket Graphi cs
was .born ...
Apartment for rent -- $500 per month.
Includes heat. Main Street. Durham. Call
207 -439-380 1.
One -bedroom apartment -- Ma in Street,
Durham. Call 207-439-3801.

W A N T E D

R O O

M

MA TE /COMPAN ION / MEN TOR FOR
YOUNG WOMAN·-IN FIRST IN DEPEND,ENT
LIVING SITUATION. PATIENCE AND
ABILITY TO PRO VIDE SUPPORT AND
ENCOURAGEMENT ESSENTIAL. FEMALE
NONSMOKER SOUGHT FOR NEWMARKET APT. WITH POTENTIAL FOR
PORTSMOUTH ALSO. CALL RI CK 4335587.
ROOMMATES NEEDED to share our cozy
apartment. It's minutes from campus, and
has a wonderful fireplace. Call Lisa or Jen
anytime. 868-3039.
Apartment available in Dover. 5 miles from
UNH or ·Kari-van rou_te. $200 per month.
Caren 868-3503.
Apa rtment for Rent\. - Female -- Main St.- Furnished -- ·available NOW -- call
Heat,her at 868-9711.
ROOM FOR RENT IN DURHAM $800 FOR
SEMESTER INCLUDES UTILITIES, CALL
MARK 868-6167 OR 77 4-4207

THI FAR SIDI

Red 1970 VW bug; new: 9lutch, carburetor,
tires, muffler. Great shape 1 Mike -- day: 862 F,87 , night: 868-2316 S800.
1979 Hon da _Civic 1200. 76,000 miles. 40
miles/ gal. New tires, exhaust, brakes. Some
rust. S750. Ca ll 497-3999.
1980 Che.vy Ma libu wago n, well cared for
and reliable . Auro, P.S., P.R., 4 radia ls and
radial snows, S1200. So. Berwick, 207-384 ~
I
258/4.
Ski Boors -- Raich le Vivare, size 8, woman's.
Brand new -- never used! Was S200, now $125.
Call in Berwick (207) 698-45 14.
1981 TOYOTA HI-LUX PICKUP TRUCK,
SHORT BED, WITH 1987 CAP. 4-SPEED,
EXCELLENT THROUGHOUT. BEIGE
BEAUTY. 54000 EVEN. 868-5 122.
Saab 99 1977 GL 5-door, hatchback , new
cylintler head, .bartery, sunroof. Everyth ing
work_s. $995. Evenings Berwick (207) 69845 14.
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES: Class of 1990
Banners for sale. 5' x 3' in UNH colors. Grear
decoration and memorabilia. Call Jeff at 8683050 'for delivery. ·

By GARY LARSON

Think summ er -- app ly for Jun e transfer
Orien tation Staff/ I Appl ications ava.ilable
now in Commuter Transfer Center (MUB,
room 136). Deadline is February 3. Apply
today 11
Waitresses needed for a Night Club.
Interviews held Wednesday, February 3
from 7:30-8:30 pm. Apply at 66 Third Street,
Dover.

DROO: Well, your week is over1Treasure
the memories and look forward to Spring
·
Breakll I knGw I am'' Ca
FIGHT FOR PEACEII!
G- Why did _.the duck cross the road? .. Because the chicken hadl Is that as bad as
the others? I know 1hat you won' t be the
duck in lite - good luck w/your investments.
I do understand ... K the enig--

For a great summ er job in Jtme, why not
oe part of th e Freshman Orientation staff?
Applicat ion s now avai lable in ' Dean of
Students office. Deadline: Friday, Feb. 5.
Earn $480$ plus week ly. Industrial project,
Inc ent ives, B0r1us offer. Work at home.
Rush stamped self addressed envelope
to United Service of America, 24307 Magic
Mtn. P.arkway, Suite 306 , Valencia, Ca .
91355
HELPER FOR DISABLED PERSON. $6 PER
HOUR. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY .
FLE X'IBLE HOURS. GREAT BOSS. CALL
DAN AT 692-4764. EVENINGS.

TAX PREPARATION'- by enrolled agent,
individual or business, fast and reasonable,
call now 749-6327.
TYPING OF ALL KINDS. $1.25 PER DOU BLE SPACED PAGE . PICKUP / DELIVERY -IF REOUIBED_. PLEASE
CALL 332-6887.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO EIE,
ALIAS KAPPA SIGMA LITTLE SISTERS ,
OPEN RUSH FEB. 15 & 17 FROM 8-10 PM
AT KAPPA SIGMA MANSION.

Scared and thin k yo u're pregnant? We care.
Call us fcir free co nfidential testing and
counseling 7 49-4441. Appointments and
walk-ins welcome. Seacoast Crisis Preg nancy Center, 90 Washington St , Dover.
Hours 1_0-4 Monday-Fri.day, 7-9 pm. Thursday evenings.-

Alpha Phi Omega National CO-ED Service Fraternity Information Night Wedn.
Feb. 3 -- 8-10pm Hillsborough Rm . MljB_

Performance ski tuning for those . icy
conditions! Sharpening, waxing and tuning
for less than Putnam's or Sk i Shed 's. Call
Kevin at 868-3459.

/

.

Sick of school? Tired of Durilam? It's not
too late to get away' CANCUN, MEXICO!!
THE BAHAMAS!! Trips start at $279! Spots
are d.isappearing fast so call now' Roberta
-- 868-3214 anytime.

Alpha Phi Omega National CO-ED Service
Fraternity Information Night Wed. Feb . 3
-- 8-1 0pm. Hillsborough Rm. -- MUB.

Jay Leno Live in person -- Feb 17th. MEET
HIM' Details in Friday's NH. Ti ckets sti ll
ava ilable.

YOUR PLANETA,RY PATH - - IT'S
YOURS AND YOURS ALONE . ASTROLOGY READINGS. MARY JANE MOULTON
436-4084.

-

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes®

Rick -- Just wanted to tell you I love you'
Deborah
WE 'RE HERE!' EIE, BETTER KNOWN AS
KAPPA SIGMA LITTLE SISTERS, INVITE
YOU TO OUR SPRING RUSH '88. PLACE:
KAPPA £IGMA MANSION. WHEN: FIEB 15
& 17 AT 8 UNTIL 10.
PEACE PEACE PEACE
· " Happy Birthday Nick'" I hope the year
was as good as the c~lebration. Have a
great day. Love, Paula
Two lucky people from UNH are going to
meet Jay Leno Feb. 17th. Watch Friday's
edition for details. Tickets are still available.
WORK FOR PEACE!!
Good afternoon Kim , Jeannie, and Mary
B.!!! Have a swell day!
. JO ALL MY FRIENDS OF THE MAY
GRADUATING CLASS OF '88; Hey kids,
don't forget I'm.here to make sure you ehjoy
what's left of what may be the last few
months of your academic careers . Give
me a call sometime so that we can go out
and raise some hell. Love ya, Marla

Early kazoo bands

H~,
H11 ~~~e ~,,, f< e.Ue.11 ~,,,..J, 1
~ -~21!

MARJ, looks like we 're _in for perpetual
Progressive Wednesday nights. The question is, WHAT exactly is it going to progress
INTO? MARLA ·

At the Arabian

comedV club.

-

.

THE WHITTEMORE SCHOOL
is accepting interc~llege transfer applications between
.
- .
Feb. 8th and Feb. 12th.

NewRi~K5,
p
cos""' -••T£oisPom1W£AO
T-Shirts

• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • _Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
• Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items
In-House Art Dept.
·

603/431-8319
Aut_urQn_Po_nd.Park, Rt. 191 Greenland, NH

Information and applications are available
at the group meetings scheduled:
Monday, February 8, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 306)
Tuesday, February 9, 3:30-4:00 p.m. (McC 204)
Wednesday, February 10, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 306)
Thursday, February 11, 1:00-1:30 p.m. (McC 306)
Friday, February 12, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 306)

Whittemore Advising -center
Mcconnel I 862-3885
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See You at

Durham Red Cross
Blood Drive
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(continuedJrom page 32)
game" stated Wensley. Bob · 25 penalties. Lambert led the
Corkum was quick ro agree, · ·team in -this category with four
"That's what happens when the penalties for 16 minu·tes. But
/
best tea.m plays the worst team." Maine's Bob Beers led both
With all due respeq, UNH teams with six penalties for 28
just should not have showh up minutes.- Needless to say, the
on Saturday night. Rookie coach two had a few run-ins.
David O'Connor opted to go
In the final ~tanza, O'Connor
with Pat Morrison in the nets. decided to put Szturm back in
In the first period he saw a lot the nets for the 'Cars.
of rubber. Maine had 14 shots
In this period, UNH speedson net, six of them went in.
ter M'ike Rosseti traded goals
Corkum opened· the flood · with Jack Capuano bringing the
gates just 24 seconds into the final score to 9-2. Rossetti's goal
period. High on life he cam~ was nothing less than spectac. screaming through center ice ular. While a UMO defender
and into the slot just in time to was mouling him, he managed
deflect a Dave Wensley center- · to pull the trigger and zip one
ing pass by Morrison.
·
by Maine goalie Al Lorimz.
He was proceeded by Mike
UNH's Greg Boudre<1.u comMcHtigh (4 g·oals), Jack Capua- mented on the loss with a bit
no (2 goals, 2 assists), Christian of optimism.
"We proyed we could at least
Lalonde, David Capuano_( 1 goal,
3 assists) and McHugh, agai-n. skate with them. The difference
'1 Policeman" Rick Lambert brawls with Maine's bully Bob Beers dudng third period action, The last two scores were pow- ih the second game was th_a t we
erplay tallies.
.·
gave them a couple right oH-the _
on Saturday night. (Mark Babcock photo)
UNH got op rhe scoreboard bar, something you jxist can't
(continued from page 31)
in the second when Adrien do against a team of their
only 215 ," said an optimistic at home February 13 in Lund- Wildcats, occupying four of the Plavsic teamed up with Mike caliber. They took off and we
Rossetti (1 goal, 1 assist) for · just couldn't catch them,"he
_P_aul Dinkelmeyer. "We're a holm . Gym at 6:00 P.M. and
top five spots.
. . the powerplay score: U nfortµ- said.
,
good, tough, close team," refr- again when they travel-to Rhode . Let's wish them luck in their
nately the goal was sandwiched
Classmat,e Mark Dorval .
erated Curt Di<;;rigoli.
Island to face Btownand Central travels and support them by
The wrestlers face the tough Connecticut February 20. All showing up for the 6:00 match · bbtween two more, McHugh added, "They have a bunch of
goals. :
really_ fast skaters, every guy on
competition when they square three teams are atop the ·New withB.U.
Incidentally,
while
all
these
their team is a threat with puck."
oH_, agai~t Boston University England poles along with our
goals were being scored, the
With the two losses, the '_Cats ·
4%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%1 Bears and the 'Cats were battling
overall record moved to a dismal
_all over the ice to the tune of 6-16-1.MainelifredtheiroveraUcecard to an awesome 20-4-2.

IIIIWRESTLING

Come out of your cave

Forum pieces do not

and write for

necessarily reflect the views of
'

The New
Hampshire

:

.

the New Hampshire staff.
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SUMMER
TUTOR/COUNSELOR
POSITIONS

<I.

-.~

UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM

• ··

.:

5/10 - 8/11/88 .

••

••
••
:

•

. Call 862-1562 or stop by

e

ROBINSON HOUSE

·•

on ROSEMARY LANE.

:

:

:

If you areainterested in.counselini,
·1 war k· o_r r·experzentia
.
;l
teac·h •zng, socza
education this challenging position could
be foryou.
·
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Closing tjate for applications: 3/15/88 :
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Wildcat woes for hoop team
.

/

.

These bomb's accounted for
combining for 18 se:-cond halt
. By Stephen Skobeleff
Saturday brought with it points, most of which came - much of Derek Counts' second
another rotten day in Durham from the perimeter and beyond. straight 30-plus point perfor- Meanwhile Chenault Terry, mance. The junior's 32 points
for the men's hoop team . Our
beloved Wildcats dropped their Kevin McDuffie, and freshman upped his season average to 15
sixth straight (15th overall), center Barry Abercrombie (22 per contest. ," He'-s rej:illy impor· points) kept Coach Friel's men tant to our team;".. commented
this time by a score of 90-78.
Carpenter. "When they collapse .
The once high and mighty busy down low.
"He outrebounded us totally," onDe~~ he can dish_ _i! off."
Huskies of Northeastern were
this day's Wildcat tamers. John stated UNH's Keith Carpenter
Counts and his mates didn't ·
Williams and company were not when asked about Abercrombie. play a bad game. The only
the same ECAC North Atlantic "That hurt us."
problem was that the Huskies
Coach Karl Fogel's big bad didn't either. NU's- individuals
dominators of the Reggie Lewis
era, Still they proved this wee- boys caused early exits for_ Eric e!Xcelled on this day turning a
kend that.they haven't foi;gotten Thielen, Dav.e Marshall, and favorable Wildcat showing into
how to be.a t lower _standing - Chris Perkins. Thielen left the another notch for the 'Cats
game with five fouls near the crowded loss column.
opponents such as UNH. ·
The Wildcats did their best six minute mark of the second
The Wildcats' next two games
haif while Marshall did the same
to jar this knowledge from NU's
have a major impact on the
spot.
will
minute
15.
the_
at
their
of
one
playing
by
memory
Carpenter · explained that
race for the final playoff spot.
better games of the year. This
was exemplified especially well Thielen early dismissal caused _ They begin a home-and-home
series with Colgate this Wedin the first half when the the 'Cats a major scratch. "When
nesday night in New York. The
Wildcats exploded late in the Eric fouled we lost a lot of
Red Raiders enter the series one
round to turn an eight-point defensive rebounding."
· The Huskies didn't have
game up on the Wildcats makdeficit into 32-31 advantage.
ing for nail-biting hoop action
The second half belonged to nearly as much trouble with the
for· both squads.
the Huskies though .. After five Wildcats defens·ively- in the
Carpenter's formula for win- .
minutes of lead swapping, NU's paint. NU's defense packed in
ning these games is doing "the
other Lewis, Derrick, and court down low all day causing the
things we do right for 40 minleader John N dukwu took over. Wildcats to shoot enough long
The Husky duo kept the UNH range missles to make them the utes. For us to win we /can't have
any breakdown;;."
troops busy from the ou_t~id.~
third world superpower.

(

'Cat ··wrestlers walk over all

UNH forward Chris Perkins let~ one fly as guard Derek Counts
a~d a host of NU Huskies look on. (Beth Ineson photo) '
I-

By Adam Fuller
The _UNH . wrestling team
traveled to1Springfield, Mass.,
Friday and defeated Western
_New England College and
Rhode Island College by ·scores
hours of practice equaling ~ . of 28-4 and 32-14 .respectively
· ·-miles ofswimmin·g day, the and capped off a successful
body definitely needs some kind - weekend with 42-3 shellacking
of rest. The coaches taper. the of Fairleigh Dickinson Saturday
prac!ices for a couple of weeks · before a large crowd here at
by rriaking them shorter with Lundholm Gymnasium. ·
The Wildcats stand at 12-1
less endurance type exercises
the swimmers can give their and are undefeated in the1r last
body a rest. Yet in the process eight matches.
Freshman William Santiago,
of the tapering period the
swimmers times may be slower. sophomore Paul Peterson and
· The goal of the taper is once it's juniors Chris Murtha, Paul
over, the times are supposed to Dinkelmeyer, and Nate Baldabe faster due to the well needed saro had impressiv.e. weekends
_
rest. As coach Skelley said, '"'Are while posting 3-0 req)rds.
The only dissappointment
goal is set for the New England
Championships in February." came when junior Mike Carucci, .
Although the women lost to third on the all-time Wildcat
Maine their were some hi-lites win list, lost his first qual meet
for the UNH swimmers . 'bf the season to two time New
McCarhty took first in the 100
back stroke and finished second
in the 100 butterfly. Junior Jen _
Branon took first in the 100
freestyle The 200 free relay team
which consists of McCarthy,
Ogden, Bochenek and Branon _
··
also won.
The teams last regular season
meet is home Saturday against
a very good U mass Amherst
team. It_ should be a· vety competitive meet.

.· Lady 'Cats sunk
By Richard D' Avolio
' The ONH wo men's sw'1in
team ran into a very powerful
University of Maine team Saturday and just could not keep
up the pace as they lost the meet
by the score of 183 to 78.
Maine who has been a power
house in the conference for
some time now, exhibited just
too much .strength for 'the UNH
team to handle.
UNH freshmen standout
Meghan McCarthy commented
on the quality of the Maine
team. "They have very good
swimmers but they also have
a lot of depth. We have quality
s,wimmers, just not enough of
·
them."
First year _co_ach Brenda Skelley who has her team standing
with a :yery respectable 6-3 said
about Maine, "We didn't swim
as well as a team because we are
in the taper part of our season
and because we were swimming
against a very strong Maine
team."
Because the swimmers train
so hard for four months, with
a month of double sessions
which ca_n average out to fou:

a

a

England champ Scott Maltin ·
·
of Rhode Island, 6-5.
"Both are great wrestlers, _in
fac.t Mike beat him last year @ut
the other guy just got the best
of him and came out on top,"
lf1mented Head C9ach Jim Urquhart.
Sophomore Tom Joy went 20-1 while freshman Pat Napoli
and Carucci went 2-1. .
The team trounced and rolled
over the three opponents, and ..
in doing so, display€d the physical stamina and inental toµghness inherent in all championship teams. Mike Tyson -w ould
even find it hard to dispose of
three opponents in two days.
UNH came out aggressive
against Western N.E. College
and won all their matches except
one while emerging with a 284 win but not without conse- ·
quence.
Waiting for _f!:ie_ fatigued

Wildcats on the sidelines was
a rested Rhode Island team who
were intent on dging what
W.estern N.E. couldn't.
UNH ob_lidged by spotting
them a 12-_0 lead as they lost_!,he
, first three matches before Pat
Napoli turned it around by pinning his opponent to gain
6 points and cut the lead in half
The seed had been planted
for the rest to follow and the
remaining matches flourished
into UNH wins. "We were a
little tired coming out, bu_t we
showed character and came back
in a tight _situation to turn things
around;" said coach JJ rquhart.
UNH carried the momentum
along into Saturday by disposing
of Fairleigh Dickinson easily ~
and comfortably, "We dominat·ed the whole match, and Murtha
while he's
beat a 265 pounder
,,
1

.
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Come during '.the editor's office hours
Come see Jay from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. 01 Tuesdays
Come see Bryan from 9-12 a.m.- 01 Fridays
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-;i. ·..: •(~ ,:.~ f~ Ri\ Jtgholi wrestl~d in the 126 class this weekend. The 'Cats won big w,i nning three
· · · · · - · · - · · · ·· ~ - ' , • , .. 1. ,.-i.,
._______________ ______.\__________ , ma row. ~net Ineson.photo)
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Maine Black Bears to~- much for Wildcat skaters
By Mark Babcock ·
Chris Wjnnes made an awesome
The UNH .hockey team tra- . rush· only to be denied by Black
veled to Orono, Maine this Bear goalie Scott King. Also
weekend and came home with Rick Lambert snapped a beauty
their tails between their legs frorri the slot that just missed.
after· being outscored 14-4 in But other than that, Maine
the two game-series.
outshot the 'Cats on their own
The Maine Black Bears had powerplay.
no problem whatsoever showAt one point in the period,
ing this reporter exactly why UNH captain Tim Hanley just
they sit atop the Hockey East missed putting one home from
standings as well as numerous in close. He thought it went in
national polls. .
·· and raised his stick to celebrate,
· Friday night's game was rath- but the referees · didn ' t buy it.
er uneventful. Perhaps the
Defensemen Greg Boudreau
highlight of the night was when and Dave MacIntyre were two
the game announcer informed bright spots for UNH in the
the more than 4000 fans that first period and throughout the
Bob Corkum, one of the Bear's weekend. Boudreau consistently
flying right wingers, had just pounded on Bear forwards with
becom~ a daddy (7lp. 9oz. baby scary body checks, while Maclngirl).
·
tyre used his cat-like quickness
Other than that, if not for the and heads up passing to get
outstanding play of UNH goalie ' UNH out of their own ZOO€.
Pat Szturm and the fact that
Late in the period, three
· Maine missed five open nets and Maine _players (Golden ,Thyer
various other point blank op- and McHugh) missed wide open
portunities, the score might nets. But neither team could
have been 15-2 rather than the score and the period ended
UNH freshmen goalie Pat Morrison watches this Chris Cambio blast go over the net in Saturday
true final of 5-2.
scoreless.
·
"That kid (Szturm) played -·· Maine broke the ice at 2:01 nigh_t's action. (Ma~k ll~bcock photo)
real well," said high scoring of the second when Christian . dom after he danced through ' se_c~nd~ later. John Massara third, with a Black Hear jn the
(f1llmg m for Corkum), crossed penalty box, Jeff Lazaro gaMaine winger Dave Wensley Lalonde was left all alone in two Wildcats.
At 8:19 UNH's Dave Aik€n
the blueline and let go a rocket thered a Dave MacIntyre pass
(1 goal, 1 assist). "My guess is front of the net. Guy Perron fed
if he wasn't so hot, the score him the puck and Lalonde made popped Maine's Guy Perron in
tha~ Szturm never ~aw. Th~n and one-timed a fifty footer past
the face. Aiken got away with
agam at 11:17 Clau110 Scremm the frozen goaltender.
would have been alot worse."
no mistake. ·
The last score of the night
Maine peppered Szturm with
One minute later, shifty Wild- it but Perron got ca·u ght reta- blasted one _off ~1ke Golden
(wh? was lyrng rn the crease) Szrurm had no chance oh: Dave
four quick shots early in the first, cat Quintin Brickley cranked a liating. The stupid penalty gave
Wensley wheeled a-nd dealed
but the stubborn netminder was wicked snapshot past King and UNH a two minute man advanand mto the net.
equal to the- task.
·
M_cH~gh f ihished out the through the Wildcat slot and
off the post but no one was there tage which led to a quick score.
Tim Hanley faked Kin_g and scorrng m the second when he s_n apped one into the twine.
The first penalty of the night for the rebound.
"It was definitely a slow
(one of 1.8) was called on Jack
Szrurm continued to play well roofed the puck knotting the pmh~me the rebound off ~Jack
Capuano shot from the point.
Capuano of Maine. During the kicking out two consecutive Bear score at one.
HOCKEY, page 31
M_;iine came right back 24 _ Thirty-four ~ec~mds iNo t~e
. two minutes, freshmen star ._ shots and stopping Vince Gui-.
;
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Gymnast s move on

J

SPORT SHORTS,· ****

't

· A UNH gymnast performs on the parallel bars during weekend
action., (Beth Ineson photo)

'--

·

The women' s "basketbill te a~ continues to assault any and
all opponents in the Seabo ard Conference. This weekend
Northeastern became the victim by the score of 67-63 . Kris
Kinney had 26 pts· while Karen Pinkos chipped in 16pts. Kinney
leads the conference averaging 22 .9 points per game. The
'Cats play two important games this week. Read Friday for
complete scores and highlites. . .
The women's indoor track .team competed at the Bates
Invitational over the weekend and had a number of strong performances.Junior Karen Wenmark won the 20 pound weight
-throw . Her toss of 45'2" is a UNH record. Also prforming
well weve -Tam Toselli, second in _t.he 1500 and Tara ;reevens,
fourth in the 800 meter.
Th Wildcat ski teams had a successful weekend at the Vermont
Carnival. The women finished in fifth and the men took sixth.
Mona Deprey took 11th place in the nordic competition, while
thris Philbrick finished 12th. For: the men in cross country
Steve Blood took 7th and Jim Depres finished a respectable·
16th. .
·
.
.
·

